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"Shibui" is the Japanese concept of beauty in its deepest form. Simple, understated, it creates a sense of tranquility and harmony. Precisely the qualities an Armstrong Solarian® floor can help you bring into a home. Please write for our catalog.

Armstrong, Dept. 35FAR, P.O. Box 3001, Lancaster, PA 17604
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Any architect registered in the United States is invited to submit materials for RECORD HOUSES 1984 and no forms or fees are required for submission. Materials sent to us should include all relevant plans and sections, a short written description, and whatever photographs are sufficient to describe the project. All materials should be securely bound and submitted in an 8½ x 11-inch format. Do not send materials that must be returned before the date of publication. Deadline for submissions for RECORD HOUSES 1984 is October 31, 1984.

Of particular assistance to the editor in the preparation of this issue were:

Douglas Brenner, editor-in-charge
Massimo Vignelli, art direction
Muriel Cutrell, illustration
Jo Lynn Crabs, art production
Because WILSONART believes you should have a color palette as flexible and advanced as your own designs. So we've assembled Color Quest: An evolving, expanding solid color collection with a commitment to anticipate your color needs at the leading edge of creativity, and to meet those needs at every point. Seventy-seven colors for 1983, and still growing.

And because WILSONART believes you should be able to use your color palette to meet even the stillest of design restrictions, without having to opt for "second-best" material choices. So we made sure Color Quest is formable to very precise tolerances (a face radius as small as 5/16", for example).

Then we added three surface finish choices for every color: from very high gloss, to a soft texture, to a crisply embossed grid. And we've created options that allow you to specify for a Class 1 fire rating. Extraordinary resistance to abrasion and impact. Even structural enhancement. For further information, see Sweet's General Builder File (6.14/Wi) or the ASID Microdex System. For complete samples and literature, call TOLL FREE: 1-800-433-3222 (in Texas, call 1-800-792-6600).

Elevator concept and design by Trisha Wilson & Associates Inc., Dallas
Elevator fabrication by Coerver Industries Inc., Dallas

Color Quest
1982 Product Design Award Winner
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How is Johns-Manville celebrating a century.

**Dealers like Designer125.**
As any dealer is well aware, when people come in to look at roofing, that’s exactly what they do — look.
And that’s why dealers like Designer 125 so much. Its appearance sells people on it — and then its intermediate price makes it possible for them to buy it.

**Architects like Designer125.**
The thing about Designer 125 that catches the eye of an architect is that rustic look. It gives a roof texture and warmth and can give a roof the feeling of slate or wood shakes.

**Homebuilders like Designer125.**
Of course. Homebuilders like anything that gives the homes they build extra eye appeal. Because Designer 125 doesn’t have the appearance of conventional roofing, it gives any home that custom look. And it does it at an affordable price.
Roofers like Designer125.  
Roofers like the way these shingles handle. They go on fast, seal quickly and positively.
They've also reported that Designer125 is perfect both for new homes and — because of its random tabs — for re-roofing.

Homeowners like Designer125.  
People like roofing that looks like wood shingles.
That's one reason homeowners like Designer125.
More reasons: It gives them the look of slate. Class A fire resistance, and a 25-year pro-rated warranty.

For 125 years, we've been making roofing.  
And making it better.  
And now, after a century and a quarter of designing better roofing, we introduce Designer125.  
The shingle that everybody likes.  
Johns-Manville fiber glass roofing shingles are sold exclusively by Manville Building Materials Marketing Division, Box 5108, Denver, CO 80217.

For a full line catalog, see Sweet's General Building and Light Residential files under 7.7 Mam.
For more information, see your local Manville Sales Representative.

Johns-Manville  
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Amid all the flash, hype, and glitter, there is still one plumbingware company that makes perfectly good sense.

At Eljer, we like to do more than just keep up appearances. If there's a way to make a fixture last longer, or easier to install, or simpler to use, or smoother to sell, we'll find it and use it.

Take our Satin Finish. This extraordinary finish subdues harsh reflections to a warm lustre. Very pretty, indeed. Yet it's so durable we give this beauty a beast of a limited warranty, 10 years for cast iron and 2 years for china! (That's our standard—the industry standard is only a year.)

Not just another pretty face.

You see, making something merely pretty isn't enough. To be really good, a product's got to be practical, too. Fashions come and go, but function is made of sterner stuff. For example, ceramic tile has been around since Roman times. The Romans, a sensible lot, knew that part of the beauty of tile was its durability and versatility.

That's what we had in mind when we created Ceramica Coordinates—cast iron kitchen sinks with the subtle colors, shadings, and textures of "Primitive Encore" tile from American Olean. You can choose from three sink designs, the original two-bowl Ceramica, the new Hi-Low Ceramica, and the three-bowl Gourmet Ceramica. They all carry our 10-year limited warranty. And they fit snugly into the tile pattern to create one uninterrupted countertop that any Roman would fall for. (For the bathroom, choose Ceramica Companions, vitreous china lavatories, carefully color-coordinated with American Olean's Tuscany tile. Each lavatory has our 2-year limited warranty.)

Sweating the small stuff.

At 5 x 7 1/2 feet, our Olympia whirlpool bath makes a big first impression. But not so big, we hope, that you miss all the practical little ideas designed into it. The integral seat that allows you to soak just legs and feet. The gently sloped backrest that holds two comfortably. Or the eight individually controlled water jets.

We recognize, of course, that the Olympia...
Whirlpool bath won't fit in the average size bathroom. So we also created the Venice, a conventional sized 5-foot recessed cast iron tub to which we've added unconventional grab bars and a six-jet whirlpool as options. Venice proves that small is not only beautiful, it's practical, too.

The Romans would surely have fallen for Ceramica. A marriage of cast iron strength and ceramic tile beauty.

Beautiful and practical, the new Venice 5-foot enameled cast iron tub in new Peach Bisque.

Do the sensible thing: find out more.

If you'd like to know more about the Eljer approach to plumbingware, why not do the sensible thing and contact your local Eljer wholesaler. He can give you other practical reasons to choose Eljer plumbingware.

Or simply complete and mail the coupon below to: Eljer Plumbingware, Dept. AR, Three Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. We'll rush the information you need right out to you.
Ford Glass now offers the broadest monolithic line of solar control glass available with extensive heat reduction/light transmission options and coating colors to accent any architectural style.

**Sunglas HP Reflective**
Our newest high-performance reflective glass can block 80% of the sun's heat and can also reduce conductive heat loss up to 20% compared to normal glazing. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in both high/low reflectance, with a choice of three coatings, four glass substrates and four light transmission options for a wide spectrum of color/performance choices. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in monolithic, insulating glass, spandrel, heat strengthened, tempered and annealed glass. Sunglas HP Reflective is destined to become the high-performance leader in solar control glass.

**Sunglas Reflective**
Our popular medium-performance solar control glass, Sunglas Reflective, is available in either Green or Bronze substrate and can block 65% of the sun's heat. Sunglas Reflective Green also lets in over 40% more natural daylight than its closest competitor. Sunglas Reflective with the coating glazed to the outside appears neutral silver. Sunglas Reflective Green and Bronze can be glazed with the coating inward to achieve a subtle emerald green or earth tone effect. Sunglas Reflective can be field cut and fabricated. It's the best choice in medium-performance reflective glass.
Residential Sunglas

Residential Sunglas is America's first residential solar control glass that looks clear and works so well. It blocks up to 94% of the sun's heat while having a high daylight transmission that reduces the need for artificial lighting. Sunglas also costs less than grey or bronze glasses and reduces harmful ultra-violet rays that can cause fading in carpets and fabrics. Sunglas is the one solar control glass for looks, performance and price.

Nobody outglasess the Sunglas Line of Solar Control Glass

For quality, variety, selection, availability, price and the Ford Glass ten-year coating warranty, nobody outglasess Ford.

For more information or a detailed brochure of Ford Glass solar control products, call: 1-800-521-6346.
(In Michigan, call collect: 313-568-2300.)
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AT LAST. A WINDOW DESIGNED FOR TODAY’S TASTES.

ARIEL
WINDOW INNOVATION FROM PEACHTREE.

TODAY’S TASTES
ARIEL gives today’s architects aesthetic refinements not available before. (It is the first completely new wood casement window in twenty years.) ARIEL is slimmer and sleeker. The hinges and gear box are concealed. The locks are set flush unobtrusively. There are no finger joints in any exposed wood. The proportion of the glass to the wood areas is exquisite. This window has obviously been meticulously designed by an architectural designer and is not the result of a series of improvisations.

DRIFTWOOD
Architects will appreciate the choice of a new pre-finished exterior color, Driftwood. (In addition to the traditional white and brown.) As you can see here, Driftwood beautifully complements other natural building material colors. This new color is available at no extra cost.

TODAY’S NEEDS
Under the beauty is ARIEL’s innovative engineering.
While the interior is made of first quality wood, the exterior is made of a new application of aluminum. As you know, wood that rots and warps is the cause of most window problems. So rather than cover the exterior wood with plastic or thin gauge metal, Peachtree replaced it with strong, weatherproof tubular aluminum. The sash corners are injected with a special polymer that permanently locks and waterproofs the unit.
The result is a window with a longer carefree life. It is ten times more weathertight than allowable industry standards.

THE NEW STANDARD
Take a closer look and discover for yourself that quality for quality, feature for feature, price for price, ARIEL is the new standard of window quality. Call or write for literature, ’83 Sweet’s Catalog or rep visit.

PEACHTREE WINDOWS
BOX 700, NORCROSS, GA 30091
404/449-0880
From America’s leading manufacturer of entry and patio door systems.
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The intelligent thinking behind the Gwathmey Siegel desk

Until now, the thinking and talents of Charles Gwathmey and Robert Siegel have been reserved for their individual clients. Now, Gwathmey Siegel have designed a desk and cabinet line for the entire office.

Applying the logic that is characteristic of all their work, the architects have designed a system that, because of its modularity, solves a great many logistical problems for the interior designer.

The Gwathmey Siegel desk and cabinet line offers maximum storage, maximum design continuity and maximum flexibility. And with the Knoll tradition of manufacturing excellence, maximum value.

A variety of sizes and a range of materials assure strong design continuity from the executive suite to the reception desk.

"Opting for the simple thing well done," Gwathmey Siegel, simply stated, have done it very well again.

Knoll International, The Knoll Building
655 Madison Avenue, NY. NY 10021
Maushop Village, New Seabury, Cape Cod, MA; Architect: Claude Miquelle Associates, Melrose, MA. Cabot's Bleaching Oil on shingles.

For the Natural Weathered Look...

Cabot's®
Bleaching Oil

This fine product is a favorite of architects, builders, and homeowners. When applied to untreated wood, Cabot's Bleaching Oil actually bleaches the wood, imparting a delicate gray tone that weathers in a few months to a natural driftwood gray. This effect, heretofore found only in seacoast areas after years of exposure to salt air, is now attainable anywhere in the country. Cabot's Bleaching Oil, a refined and clarified creosote oil with bleaching ingredient, is suitable for all exterior wood: shingles, siding, and clapboards.

For further information on Cabot's Bleaching Oil, write:
Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union St., Dept. 529, Boston, Massachusetts 02108

• Preserves wood.
• Protects wood.
• Mildew-resistant.
You know HallMack means the highest quality in residential bath accessories. Now you can get HallMack care and quality in a new commercial and institutional product line.

It's a complete new line of hundreds of functional, durable products. Bath and shower accessories that will keep looking great, even after repeated public use. Soap dispensers including large capacity models. Recessed and surface mounted paper towel dispensers and waste receptacles. Toilet paper dispensers. Mirrors. The industry's largest selection of grab bars.

And, of course, HallMack offers accessories that comply with Federal Specifications.

But most importantly, every product is skillfully crafted to give you reliable HallMack performance in any application. So now you can spec HallMack for schools, hospitals, hotels, public rest rooms ...any project!

Assure your clients the maximum value. Choose the name with the reputation you already depend on. HallMack — today your single source for residential and commercial.

For complete information see your NuTone representative. For his name, DIAL FREE 1 800 543-8687 in the continental U.S. In Ohio, call 1 800 582-2030. Or, write the address below.

Now we're your single source.

NuTone HallMack

Seovill

Dept. AR-5, P.O. Box 1580
Cincinnati, OH 45202
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Chadwood...
We'll bet our price is lower than the panel door you're currently buying.

Chadwood has 3/4" face mounted solid oak door frames & drawer fronts, a hand wiped "family-proof" finish, adjustable shelves in all wall cabinets, all wood drawers on lifetime nylon rollers, self-closing hinges, and antique brass door pulls. All standard! Chadwood is a top of the line cabinet at a rock bottom price... from the masters of high production cabinetry.

Kitchen Kompact, Inc., KK Plaza, P.O. Box 868, Jeffersonville, IN 47130, (812) 282-6681.

Chadwood... compare the quality because there's no comparison to the price.
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THE STANDARD BY WHICH OTHERS ARE MEASURED.

Benchmark Quality Bifold Doors

The diamond—deep, sparkling, radiant with quality beyond comparison. It's the standard by which all precious gems are measured.

And so it is with Benchmark Bifolds, the quality closet doors with deep-embossed styling for the look of luxury beyond comparison.

Benchmark Bifolds solve the ever-present need for storage space beautifully—and economically—providing elegantly closeted areas that add value to any home.

They are available in styles to match designer needs and decor—elegant traditional, dramatic modern or ventilating louvered panels. Mirror Bifolds create depth and space; flush Bifolds can be decorated with wallpaper, scenes or painted graphics.

When you need Bifolds of the finest quality at the fairest price, simply say "Benchmark." It's the standard by which other Bifolds are measured.
Many of the great engineering projects of the last 50 years were conceived on Clearprint drafting papers. Starting with the San Francisco Bay Bridge in 1933 to NASA's Space Shuttle of the '80s.

The intervening years also saw great achievements drafted on Clearprint. From the fierce P-51 Fighter Plane of the '40s to the somewhat less fierce Gillette Blue Blades and razors of the '50s to the urbane convenience of BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) in the '60s and '70s ... America's engineers and architects have drafted the future on Clearprint.

We're looking forward to the next 50 years. The profession has already seen changes with the advent of CAD/CAM. As requirements change, Clearprint will meet the challenge — maintaining our leadership in fine drafting media.

Our 50th anniversary also gives us an opportunity to thank our customers for their continued patronage — and for their ideas that were first expressed on Clearprint paper. In turn we pledge to continue producing the fine drafting papers you've trusted for the past half-century. The same papers that most engineers and architects learned to draft on, the same papers they stay with during their careers.
No Other Reflective Coating Outperforms Real Gold

Polarpane® Gold Reflective Insulating Glass Units are made with real, 24-Karat gold. Aside from an obvious aesthetic quality, real gold gives Polarpane the highest solar energy rejection value and the greatest insulating value of any glass on the market... outperforming imitation gold, silver, and other reflective coatings.

Polarpane Gold combines high reflectance of infra-red energy with high visible light transmittance. Total relative heat gain can be as low as 31 BTU/Hr.-sq. ft. And, as an added benefit, its heat retention in winter is at least equal to triple glazing and low emissivity coatings.

While Polarpane Gold provides timeless distinction to your design, its excellent environmental control properties will lower initial capital costs and daily operating costs by reducing heating and air conditioning equipment and indoor lighting requirements.

For more information on Polarpane Gold or Polarpane Silver, check your Sweet's Catalog Section 8.26a/Ho, or call or write Product Manager-Reflective Glass, Hordis Brothers, Inc., 625 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110; (609) 882-0400.

HORDIS BROTHERS
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In this house, form and counterform engage in a lively dialogue.

And the Pella Clad Windows quote Wright.

"The horizontal line is the line of domesticity."

This declaration of Frank Lloyd Wright was recalled by architect Michael Plautz while designing this spacious suburban home.

And that thought is especially well stated in the design and arrangement of Pella Clad Awning and Fixed Windows. Most of the windows in the house are clustered at the southwest corner to take advantage of the southern exposure, and views of the woods and a lake. Here the long horizontal of the awning windows is that step up to heights of nearly 25 feet. The windows were built to match the precisely proportioned voids in the solar screen offset from the south side of the house. From inside, the effect is a latticework of glass and carefully composed mullions.

The overall form of the building is a direct response to the slope of the steep site. The feeling of being on a hill is carried into the house where a series of platforms and levels step up the hill, leading from public spaces on the entry level to private spaces at the top.

The kitchen serves as a command post that can observe and communicate with nearly every corner of the house, especially important for a house that must accommodate formal entertaining and a busy family life. Spaces flow from one to another linked by stairs, bridges, a mezzanine that appears to float between floors, and other devices that give the feeling of privacy within a larger space, such as the fireplace that separates the living room from a more intimate conversation area.

All in all, the house combines a complex array of functions into forms and spaces that eloquently state a sensitive response to site, client, and design criteria.

When scraping and painting isn't part of the program, specify the Pella Clad System. Completely covering the exterior of Pella Products is a sturdy aluminum cladding that's finished in white or dark brown enamel. This tough coat resists chipping, flaking, peeling, blistering, corrosion, and a host of other plagues.

Yet, for all this protection on the outside, all you see inside is real wood ready for stain or paint. Pella Clad Sliding Glass Doors. Proportioned to meet your design requirements, Pella offers its Standard Sliding Glass Door in two heights and any wood door manufacturer. And where a different look is required, consider the Pella Contemporary French Sliding Glass Door. Both feature sliding panels that roll on ball bearing wheels, exterior cladding, glazing options including reflective glass, and a self-closing screen panel.

See all that Pella offers for residential and commercial installations. Contact your nearest Pella distributor for the latest information on Pella Products: Windows, Sliding Glass Doors, Stopped Glazing, Skylights, Wood Folding Doors, Traditional French Doors and Circlehead Windows. Plus the new Pella Clad Monumental Window that can fill openings on a scale from the modest to the magnificent.

Send for a free copy of the 1983 catalog. Call Sweet's Buyline Number or see Pella in Sweet's General Building File. You'll also find Pella listed in the Yellow Pages under "Windows."

Pella. The significant difference in windows.

Residence, Edina, Minnesota
Ritter, Suppes, Plautz Architects
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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SPECIFY DURAFLAKE FR.

Anything less and you could be playing with fire.

Play it safe with Duraflake FR, the fire-rated particleboard that exceeds Uniform Building Codes and was approved and awarded a Class I rating by Underwriters’ Laboratories in 1975. You can specify Duraflake FR with confidence for buildings, furniture... any application where fire safety is vital.

Play it versatile with Duraflake FR:

Order it drilled, routed, bullnosed, beveled, precision machined, filled or filled and base-coated. Smooth, grain-free Duraflake FR is also an excellent, economical substrate for fine wood veneers, high and low pressure laminates and vinyls for wall systems, contract furniture and fixtures.

Play it for all we’ve got: Besides fire-rated Duraflake FR, we offer industrial grade Duraflake that is edge-filled, surface filled, color coated, or treated with hot melt polymer. We also have table core, door core, stair tread, edge-filled shelving, mobile home decking and high density Duraflake in 50 lb. and 55 lb. weights.

Duraflake is sold through a nationwide distributor network. For complete information and the name of the distributor nearest you, contact: Duraflake, P.O. Box 428, Albany, OR 97321. Or call our sales office at 503-928-3341.
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Marble: Royal Doulton

MARBLE

Quietly Striking

From the silent depths of the earth come precious stones; one beautiful in itself... collectively, stunning.
And from creative minds, the designs that bring these stones to life... the functional form of marble is ably realized... inevitably... unquestionably
innovative. Marble from Vermont for striking environments.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY

5 Main Street
P.O. Box 106, 05775

Phone: (802) 438-4343
Fax: (802) 438-4469
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The Standard of Reference
Beautiful and durable Pirelli rubber flooring from Jason Industrial, the leader in service and performance.

Jason Industrial, Inc.
Rubber Flooring Division

340 Kaplan Drive, Box 507
Fairfield, NJ 07006
Telephone 201 227 4904
Hurd has a new energy edge. Heat Mirror.™

Hurd is the only wood window to offer the incredible energy benefits of Heat Mirror™ film. The space age material is suspended and sealed inside our casements, double hungs and patio doors—windows already known for the highest construction quality. The best just got better. It’s the Hurd edge.

Extruded Aluminum Cladding

Hurd encases the exterior of the frame and sash with the heaviest, most weather-resistant cladding on the market. Where some use light roll-form, vinyl, or even paint—Hurd takes no shortcuts. We use extrusions—the very best.

Real Wood Beauty

Hurd natural wood interior offers excellent thermal benefits and a choice of decorating options. Again, no shortcuts. We use only the finest, select pine.

We’re the only wood window with an energy edge in the middle.

Hurd Millwork Company
Medford, Wisconsin 54451
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AT&T was concerned with serious leaks at headquarters so they put Enkadrain underground.

When AT&T began excavations for their new headquarters in New York City, they found themselves facing a wall of solid rock and a unique drainage problem. Water seeping from the rock made it necessary to put a drainage system between the rock and the foundation, but to maintain maximum area in the basement they needed to pour concrete against the rock wall.

For this unique problem, the builders chose a unique solution, Enkadrain® matting. Its flexibility and ability to conform to the irregularities in the rock wall while still functioning perfectly as a drainage medium made it the best possible choice.

Enkadrain is a composite of compression-resistant, 3-dimensional nylon matting and a polyester non-woven filter fabric. It is an ideal and economical solution for a whole range of drainage situations, whether in commercial and industrial buildings, underground homes or even conventional homes.

Enkadrain successfully replaces graded aggregate or gravel, for vertical drainage against underground walls. While gravel may in time clog and fail, Enkadrain resists clogging. And with Enkadrain you won't need protective boards or polyethylene film to protect waterproofing membranes. Enkadrain relieves hydrostatic pressure in wet clay and silt soils adjacent to underground basement walls and retaining walls and minimizes the problem of wet underground interiors and structural wall damage.

For more information, contact our nationwide distributor, American Excelsior, 850 Avenue H East, Arlington, TX 76011 (817) 640-1555.

Or consult Sweet's Catalog's General Building and Light Residential Construction sections (7.17), or call toll-free Buyline (800) 447-1983.

Enkadrain® Matting by Enka

Helps keep any building on a solid foundation.
Since its introduction several years ago, Raynor's Decade Garage Door has experienced actual installation experience in all the extreme weather conditions of America. Never once, during that time, has there been a single report of product failure due to cracking, splitting or deterioration due to rust. Because of this experience factor, Raynor has decided, with complete confidence, to conditionally warrant the Decade Garage Door for 10 years.

For complete information on the All-Steel Decade Door and the 10 Year Guarantee, call your local factory-trained Raynor Distributor/Installer. You'll find it in the Yellow Pages under Garage Doors, or contact the Raynor Distribution Center...

Post Office Box 1687
Dixon, Illinois 61021
Post Office Box 300
Lincoln Park, New Jersey 07035
3005 Saddler Road
Lakeland, Florida 33805
942 North Stemmons
Richardson, Texas 75080
Naturalite, your single source for skylights.

You are successful because your structures are design oriented and because they work. We became America's largest skylight company for the very same reasons.

You can count on Naturalite to meet your aesthetic requirements. Equally important, Naturalite will gladly assist you from the design phase forward to insure enduring performance.

If you choose, Naturalite will work with you in determining proper illumination levels, taking into account such factors as activities, room sizes, and building orientation.

Naturalite will also help establish energy considerations through a computerized system which simulates local energy interactions. This data can then be interpreted into such facts as energy cost/savings and pay-back projections.

With Naturalite's Illuminometer system, daylight levels can be constantly monitored and artificial lighting automatically switched on or off, resulting in dramatic energy savings in many cases.

Finally, Naturalite can execute your design in acrylic, glass or polycarbonates. And, we are equipped to install larger custom applications almost anywhere.

See Sweets insert 7.8/Na or contact the factory. Specify Naturalite skylights. The only skylight source you really need.

Kimbell Museum of Art
Fort Worth, Texas

University commons sombrilla.

Sombrilla provides shade for southwestern university commons area.

J.C. Penney Store
Abilene, Texas

NATURALITE, INC.
3233 West Kingsley Road, Garland, Texas 75040
Box 28636, Dallas, Texas 75228
(214) 278-1354

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Jim Wozniak, V.P. Arch. Design
(Toll Free) 1-800-527-4018
We put the finishing touches on Frank Lloyd Wright's masterpiece.

Despite the concerned and diligent efforts of the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, decades of intense weathering and constant exposure to water had taken a heavy toll on Frank Lloyd Wright's famous "Fallingwater". A five-year-old coat of paint was blistered and peeling, and much of the concrete was pitted and spalled.

Because of its artistic and historic value, restoration architects Curry, Martin and Highberger took the absolute strongest corrective and protective measures possible. They specified that Thoro System Products be used throughout.

After sandblasting, contractors Mariani and Richards brought the surface back to its original form with Thorite, a non-slumping, quick-setting patching material (mixed with Acryl 60 for enhanced bonding and curing). Then the entire home was covered with Thoroseal. Thoroseal is harder and more wear-resistant than concrete, 100% waterproof, and bonds so tenaciously that it becomes an actual part of the wall. Permanently locking out moisture and dampness.

To match the original architects' color specification, a coat of ThoroSheen masonry paint was applied over the Thoroseal.

An ounce of prevention and a pound of cure. We're Thoro System Products, and when it comes to restoring or protecting an architect's designs in masonry and concrete, we've been doing it better and more often than anybody else for over 65 years.

For further information, write, detailing your specific needs.
Weather Shield Windows
Meet The Energy Challenge

Saving energy beautifully, creatively. Our complete line of wood windows, patio doors and steel insulating entrance systems are designed with uncompromising craftsmanship - the total package for your commercial or residential building projects.

For your solar projects, our new Sunsational wood windows and doors contain one or two center lites of clear, silient SunGain® film between the insulating glass layers. This film has a special anti-reflective coating that allows more of the sun's energy to pass through. Tri- and quad-pane Sunsational units, with glazing up to 1-3/4" thick, are available in selected sizes of Weather Shield wood windows, patio doors and insulated entrance systems.

Select from a wide range of sizes and styles featuring virtually maintenance-free exteriors. Exclusive Weather Shield glazing options, regular or inside glazed, provide maximum insulating value and energy efficiency. Inside glazing means added security and allows easy replacement of the glass from the building interior.

For easy installation, low maintenance, and energy efficiency - it's wood windows and doors exclusively yours on Weather Shield!

Get to know Weather Shield, contact H.J. Koester, Marketing Manager at (715) 748-2100.

* SunGain is a registered trademark of 3M Company; St. Paul, MN 55144

WEATHER SHIELD
WEATHER SHIELD MFG., INC.
P.O. Box 309, Medford, Wisconsin 54451
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Covered for frenzied art directors, doodling copywriters and all those new business toasts.

For advertising agencies, airplanes, banks, brokerage houses, chairmen of the board and junior vice-presidents, Lee Jofa announces COM, an entire collection of contract fabrics as brave as they are beautiful. Cover yourself with Lee Jofa COM. See it at 979 Third Avenue, New York, and in other major cities. (212) 889-3900.
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Circle 25 on inquiry card
You can order reprints of any articles that have appeared in Architectural Record, whether in color (if the article was published in color) or black-and-white (if published in black-and-white), in whatever quantities (minimum 100) you need, for use in your own mailings and presentations.
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Round Table:  
The architect's role in built-for-sale housing

RECORD assembled a Round Table of architects and builders in San Francisco to explore the architect-builder relationship in building production housing. The group included some architects who are also builders—and one marketing consultant (who was trained as an architect). As most were from California—which has a productive tradition of architect-designed production housing—almost everyone knew each other and many had worked together. Not surprisingly, everyone present endorsed a team approach. But there were as many opinions as there were participants as to exactly how that team should work.

The Round Table opened with a discussion about whether the public would benefit if there were more architect involvement in built-for-sale housing. Moderator Wagner asked:

Could we have much better housing if we had better cooperation and understanding between those two branches of the housing industry? Rodney Friedman, of Fisher-Friedman Associates, began by restating the problem. Of the audience that had come to hear him speak at the recent National Association of Home Builders Convention, he said, about 80 per cent lived in cities of less than a quarter of a million, most did duplexes—and sold these homes for about $55,000. "I don't have any clients who fall into that group," said Friedman, "and yet I think it would be fair to say that about 80 per cent of the work done nationwide is done by developers very much like the ones I surveyed.... So the problem is, how can we as professionals make ourselves available to this enormous body of developers who don't use us, and who can't afford us at the rates we charge because we're not geared to doing projects of 25 units or less?"

"What we really need to be concerned about is all those people out there who wouldn't dream of hiring an architect," said Ralph Bender, of Ralph C. Bender & Associates of San Antonio. "To most of those people we represent exactly the same thing as a roofer: If they didn't have to put a roof on the house they wouldn't hire a roofer, and if they don't have to hire an architect to sell their product, they're not going to hire an architect. It's that simple."

"Most of the people in this room probably deal with well educated, successful, wealthier clients," said James Olson of Olson/Walker Architects of Seattle. "But to think that the world is going by without us is not correct. It's like an Italian clothes designer thinking that he doesn't have any influence on what people are wearing in the Midwest, because essentially it kind of trickles down. I think that architects need to concern themselves more with pilot projects and prototypes so that other people on other levels can pick up the idea and take it further."

Warren Callister of Callister Gately & Bischoff, a San Francisco architect who had enormous influence on house design with his Heritage Village development in Connecticut, voiced another problem: "Developers come to our firm and ask us to do something in the way of architecture after they have already done the planning.... I like to be involved in the conceptualization of the whole project.... Even if I were only a consultant and didn't do the architecture, I would feel that the most important thing I could do would be to express a point of view, to get a motif, a feeling of showmanship, a concept that's strong enough to carry me through all the questions that come up and give me a basis upon which to answer them."

The Round Table began exploring alternatives to the usual architect-builder contract and conflict. "In the last couple of years we have worked with a number of younger developers," said Donald Sandy of Sandy & Babcock. "We have given them purely conceptual designs, freehand floor plans, freehand elevations, and then let them go their way and hire a younger group of architects who don't have the expertise that we have. We require that they send us drawings that we check for design only. The younger architects do the full working drawings and we take no responsibility for them. And granted that the plans may not

Round Table participants, shown here with recent projects, include (top to bottom):  
Ira Norris, president INCO Homes  
Upland, Calif.  
Barry Berkus  
Berkus Group Architects  
Santa Barbara  
James Olson  
Olson/Walker Architects  
Seattle  
Robert T. Steinberg  
Goodwin R. Steinberg Associates  
San Jose
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Circle 31 on inquiry card
"What we really need to be concerned about is all those people out there who wouldn't dream of hiring an architect." — Ralph Bender

be as good as if they had gone through our office completely, I feel they're a lot better than what these developers would have gotten without us. So this is one alternative. We're talking about a few thousand dollars cost to the developer, and the architect is still getting his full hourly rate.

"We bill about 80 clients a month, so we're working on a great number of projects for the kind of clients Rodney was addressing at that NAHB meeting," said Ralph Bender. "Probably over 50 per cent of our clients build less than 150 units a year. But we have found that the way to respond to them is to be knowledgeable about their problems and to work extremely fast and inexpensively. Most circumstances that exist across the country .... We've talked to many people dealing with that clientele, our feel they're a Jot better than the far earlier than they're prepared to accept it. We ought to be thinking about how to exploit what they know how to do. I think it's significant that, working with that clientele, our business has expanded tremendously during these very hard times. It means that that group of builders is much more concerned with the market (and I hope with design) now than they have ever been, and that they are aware of the changing economic circumstances that exist across the country ...."

It was the first of many times the marketing aspects of designing built-for-sale housing would be mentioned. Developer Ira Norris, of INCO Homes, elaborated: "We look at the architect not as just an architect but as an essential part of the marketing team," he said. "The first thing I require of an architect is that he get in the car and walk through the project .... His assistant is that he says, 'It's right down the street. I want the same thing.' But when you go to the architect, he says, 'No. We can do better. We're going to do something new and exciting here.' It makes the builder want to say 'I'm going to go to somebody who can produce something that I've seen before. I know it'll work. It's been done. The people want it.' Builders don't want to expend too much, but we don't want a statement, that kind of thing. Why can't architects go in and do something inexpensive, something that's been done before?"

"It seems to me that the real question is, whether you lead the market or follow it in terms of your designs," said Richard Weiss of DECKO. "If an architect is seeking to make a statement for his style of architecture that may not be marketable, the entrepreneur is going to have a hard time grabbing it and running with it. But if the architect recognizes that one does have to follow the market as well as present innovations for it to absorb, you can have a happy relationship between the architect and the builder and the marketing consultant who is seeking to define the market. Architects and marketing consultants can be concerned about the design aspect of the market, and it's really the entrepreneur, the risk-taker, who has to pay the bill. That gives him the right to participate in the development of that design and in designing for the marketplace."

Developer Rubin Glickman offered an illustration: "I'm doing a project in downtown Sacramento—an air-rights project on a ground lease over a one-story state building," he said. "And after spending time there, I know that nothing else is as important as keeping the costs down below a certain figure; otherwise the house won't sell no matter what we do. And it's important that architects understand that. Those fancy curlicues and extra space that they feel is important aren't going to work, because no one can afford to buy that housing. I have to develop a space that sells for 'X' dollars; if it goes to 'Y' dollars, I'm not going to be around. The architect will get paid, but I'll be the one to go under. It's the developer's responsibility to educate the architect on what's necessary dollarwise, and it's the architect's responsibility to listen and pay attention to those areas, and to do something that tech, dollars and cents."

The developers got some support from the architects' side of the table: "We're working with you, but we're going to have a happy relationship with the architect, and we're going to work, because no one can afford to buy that housing. I have to develop a space that sells for 'X' dollars; if it goes to 'Y' dollars, I'm not going to be around. The architect will get paid, but I'll be the one to go under. It's the developer's responsibility to educate the architect on what's necessary dollarwise, and it's the architect's responsibility to listen and pay attention to those areas, and to do something that tech, dollars and cents."

The developers got some support from the architects' side of the table: "We're working with you, but we're going to have a happy relationship with the architect, and we're going to work, because no one can afford to buy that housing. I have to develop a space that sells for 'X' dollars; if it goes to 'Y' dollars, I'm not going to be around. The architect will get paid, but I'll be the one to go under. It's the developer's responsibility to educate the architect on what's necessary dollarwise, and it's the architect's responsibility to listen and pay attention to those areas, and to do something that tech, dollars and cents."

The developers got some support from the architects' side of the table: "We're working with you, but we're going to have a happy relationship with the architect, and we're going to work, because no one can afford to buy that housing. I have to develop a space that sells for 'X' dollars; if it goes to 'Y' dollars, I'm not going to be around. The architect will get paid, but I'll be the one to go under. It's the developer's responsibility to educate the architect on what's necessary dollarwise, and it's the architect's responsibility to listen and pay attention to those areas, and to do something that tech, dollars and cents."
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Circle 32 on inquiry card
But if demographics and social preferences are the issues, houses that people can begin to afford housing. I think we’re going to see more of that as we shift the employment base from industrial to service, and office work becomes more common. So for better or for worse, we’re going to continue to see a reopening of the suburban situation, and we’re going to continue to see that in many instances the single-family house is the cheapest solution.”

Moderator Wagner then turned to the marketing consultant, Robert Lesser, of Robert Charles Lesser and Co.: “Barry Berkus made the point in his remark that he saw the bulk of development as being closer in, which is something architects have long argued for. But Herb McLaughlin is seeing a new kind of work in the suburbs. What do you see happening?”

“I think both answers are correct,” said Lesser. “In suburban areas we’re seeing less land being used for more units—but not necessarily the kind of overkill that puts 25 or 30 or 50 units on an acre. In the more urban or close-in suburban areas, we’re seeing more recycling, more infill, that type of thing. What the public wants is always relative to what it sees around it. If single-family is the thing, then maybe they’re going to smaller single-family houses if affordability is the issue. And if multifamily housing is a way of life in a particular community, we’re starting to see more intensive multifamily—where townhouses at 10 per acre used to be terrific, now people are going into townhouses at 20 to the acre. But if demographics and social preferences are the issues, houses may be smaller because that’s what people want to live in—not just a question of that being all they can afford.”

Said Ira Norris: “Your question on changing markets brought back some basic thinking from my old marketing days: The sale of a house begins when a prospect becomes dissatisfied with his present set of circumstances. That means what you design creates a level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction in the consumer’s mind. If what he sees is much nicer than his present home, he becomes motivated to buy. If you combined that with today’s much more sophisticated consumer—to me, sophisticated equates to value, and today’s consumer is amazingly accurate at spotting value—the architect’s role is obvious. He must believe in giving that consumer the best possible value, and that means more footage and more amenities at fewer dollars.”

Dick Weiss disagreed: “I think that the opportunity is available to builders, and particularly to architects who work with builders, to provide apparent value and apparent space. In a project that I’ve been developing for the last three years, the house that has been selling best is that house that offers the highest profit and perhaps the least value (at least it is the least costly to build) in the series of four models. Why? Because of the way the architect has created the most apparent spaciousness and the most apparent value in that house. Pressed for details, Weiss mentioned the avoidance of “wasted space, space that does not have a functional use,” such as eliminating lengthy hallways and also creating volume, giving a sense of openness and quality.

“Too many architects,” he continued, “tack add-ons to the elevations of the house to provide what seems to be an architectural appeal. But the fewer jogs, the more economical the house is to build. That again is the function of an architect: It’s an understanding of the materials and of the opportunities that those materials afford that allow him to design a house that is efficient to build and also provides a feeling of openness and spaciousness.”

“I agree that the buyer is looking for value,” said Rob Steinberg, of Goodwin B. Steinberg Associates, another architect/developer. “People aren’t looking for luxury housing now; the market has changed and people are groping for shelter. In the small unit, I don’t believe they’re looking for more

Herbert McLaughlin, of Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, who is both an architect and a developer, pointed out another recent change: “Instead of housing following jobs, jobs are following housing. We’ve got something like a million square feet of office space under design in Walnut Creek and Concord, which are suburban areas here in San Francisco, and the reason companies are putting their offices out there is because that’s what people want to live in—single-family houses if into townhouses at what seems to be the suburban situation, and we’re seeing more recycling, urban or close-in suburban areas, we’re seeing less of work in the suburbs. What do you think both answers are correct?”

“We look at the architect not just as an architect but as an essential part of the marketing team.”—Ira Norris

From top to bottom: Warren Callister Callister Gately & Bischoff Tiburon, Calif. Rubin Glickman & Associates San Francisco Rodney Friedman Fisher-Friedman Associates San Francisco

Ralph Bender Bender & Associates San Antonio Darryl A. Foreman Manager, Architecture & Design Redwood City, Calif.
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The real question for the builder/developer is whether you lead the market or follow it with your designs.—Dick Weiss

expensive finishes, they're not concerned about hardware. In planning for that new market, architects are going to get away from the architectural gymnastics that we've been used to and that we enjoy. We're going to start working much more carefully. There's going to be a lot more sensitivity about how the space works, how functional it is.

Steinberg then pointed out that the buyer or renter of the future represents a variety of markets. "We've all been talking about the small unit for the first-time buyer, the family that wants its own house with on-grade living. But there are also other very interesting markets, such as the senior market. The senior population in the country is growing phenomenally, and it has very special requirements. So it means more than just designing small units... The problem of socialization, for example: How do you get them to interact with other people?"

"We do have a growing elderly population right now which has very different needs, and we don't have the extended family that we had in the past, so housing that accommodates elderly people in group situations is very important," said Jim Olson. "A similar thing happens with young singles, because they don't have the money; they're alone, so they need a situation that again provides companionship, affordability and other things. We have a lot of single parents who can't survive in a typical standard house, or if they can survive end up having to take the kid to the babysitter, then go to work, then to the store and the cleaner's—all those things. It becomes terribly complex living in a 1950s fashion what you're a single parent, or even a working couple. I think we ought to be thinking about new communities that essentially take different members of society and put them all together so they can be mutually supportive..."

"I also think we're missing the boat if we don't get more involved in the overall sort of the development and all the things we're talking about today are what's happening right now rather than planning for what's going to happen in 10 years, in 20 years, in 30 years. It's the architects and marketing people's responsibility to think on that level. Banks and developers and builders, because of financial short-term needs, tend to push a damper on pilot projects that deal with real needs versus what people seem to want. Sometimes what people think they want is limited by what they know. But if you can show them something that makes their life work better, they will respond to it. Maybe we need something similar to the way something similar to the way historic properties are encouraged. There might be some way to make it financially feasible to push things into a little more of a progressive approach rather than simply go from year to year with 'what do people want this year?'."

Walt Richardson cautioned: "It's nice to talk about planning 10 or 20 years ahead, but I think it's difficult to determine what the market is going to be three or four years down the line. Which means an enormous amount of flexibility in any planning that's being done this year.

It's also the planner's responsibility for the planner and architect not to lock the client into a plan that he can't back out of somewhere down the line, because the market is changing too fast today."

Moderator Wagner asked for more discussion on the subject:

How can we show alternatives to people whose experience is relatively limited? Are there models for new projects to explore alternative kinds of housing?

Indeed, three of the participants were already working on such projects.

Jim Olson: "In Seattle, there's a very large piece of property owned by King County—which is unusual and an asset right next to downtown. And basically we have sort of started to take that property and with the help of the county and the city we're developing such community. It's like a large, extended family sort of situation. But the problem is convincing a banker who is used to dealing in single-family houses in a traditional way that it will work, because they don't feel that anything works unless it's the traditional way."

"So what that's the opposite of the truth because what was done before doesn't necessarily work now or in 20 years."

Neil Davidson, a developer who had just gone to work for Stanford University as director of housing development, said that Stanford is typical of some of the major institutions that are looking at some way of housing for their employees. "We have the land and the facilities and also, perhaps, the foresight. And Stanford got in touch with some fairly sophisticated types of housing to address the current issue. The biggest experiment is a form of congregate housing a unit with one kitchen, one dining room and four separate bedrooms, to be rented or perhaps sold to four different people in condominium. It didn't if we're able to do it or not—the jury is still out. But it's being designed as housing for the Stanford Hospital staff—nurses, interns, where there's something. These people simply cannot afford to buy housing, and as it is right now, they can't afford to live within miles of the campus. The jury is still out because even with whatever subsidies or support or free land and all the sophisticated financing techniques that we have right now, it still has to work from a cost-return basis. This is not to say that we have to have a rate of return. Whatever criteria the university sets up have to be met. It appears right now that it will cost as much to produce four bedrooms with baths and a common kitchen and dining room as it would cost to produce four separate little studios. So the question is, will people pay the same amount to have a bedroom where they live with four other people as they would for their own separate studio [efficiency apartment]?"

Rob Steinberg: "Our firm has been involved with a project on land owned by a mental hospital—30 acres of prime real estate in the middle of Silicon Valley. The city of Santa Clara wants high-density, affordable housing for its neighborhood. The area in which we lived into the community every day, and the hospital wants housing for its staff. We have done a master plan for a variety of different housing groups. We're providing some luxury housing, some for outpatient living situations for the hospital that could be monitored, some housing for seniors and some housing for moderate-income housing, and they have been set up in the senior area, for example. So the seniors would be given some benefit on their housing cost for providing services for single-parent clusters of housing and after-school activities where parents could have the ability—for example, there are dining facilities in the single-parents' area where a mother who comes home better and eat there, put the food and bring it back to the house—it's quite a novel project. What makes it economically viable is the writedown of the land—basically a leased-land situation from the state. We don't know yet whether or not it will actually happen, but the notion was to take all of these different housing groups and see that one group could offset and help another group."

Darryl Foreman, an architect who serves as manager, architecture and design, for Mobil's large development at Redwood City, said: "We've taken one piece of property and with the help of the hospital—SO essentially purchased the Redwood Shores land, we offered it us to use some land for free, and also put in our expertise, to help the city develop a pilot project that we hoped would provide enough information so that they could take the idea forward into other projects to be done without the subsidy of the land gift. That was in 1973. It took the city about a year and a half to warm up to the idea and put a committee together. Then we began to thrash out what the sociological design parameters should be, and what segment of the community this project would speak to—seniors, families, etc..."

"I guess we began to focus on the nature of the project after the Section 8 subsidies recognized the notion of cooperative home ownership... and the sociologists were working with deemed that people who perceived that they owned the house in which they lived treated it better and had a different sense of being part of the community than people who didn't... But the perception of the other parts of the community was interesting: They said that if you didn't make a profit on the house in which you lived, then you really weren't truly an owner, you were a renter. And if the equity accrued to the nonprofit corporation and not to the individual household, you were something of a child and didn't belong in that community.

"We went through a court battle to get four tenants who had the perception that in... Architettural Record Houses of 1983 29
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no way, shape or form were any people who would move into a cooperative going to be like them. Now we’ve finally got the pilot project under construction and we’re selecting the various materials. It will be 104 units—25 per cent elderly and 75 per cent family oriented. . . . The physical design is very much geared to the budget. But just bringing it about—that was the important thing.

The Round Table then turned to the question of specifications—specifically the common perception that builders choose products and materials with little advice from architects:

To what extent in the design of housing do architects have the kind of role in product selection that they do in nonresidential building?

"In recent years there’s been a lot of innovation in material development—roof tiles, ceramic tiles, brick textures, a lot of finishes that we are now able to design to," said Barry Berkus. "So I’d say the architect today is specifying a lot more in residential architecture than he did five or 10 years ago, because we have new materials to choose from that really make the design happen."

Arthur Danielian, of Danielian Associates, brought up another point: "We’re finding that most builders will follow our specifications on a nuts-and-bolts aspect—mechanical, electrical, that type of thing. But with kitchen appliances, bathroom fixtures and other touch-and-feel items, marketing consultants have a lot of influence. . . . So I think that it’s kind of a shared responsibility now in production housing as to who actually is doing the specifying."

Rod Friedman agreed that specifying was a shared responsibility. "Much of the success of projects we’ve done comes from the materials selection and the cooperation we’ve had with a client," he said. "Promontory Point, for example, wouldn’t be what it is if we hadn’t had a cooperative client who got us very involved in the final material selection, the detailing of how the lighting worked, the graphics, and the interior specifications."

"Forget kitchen appliances," Walt Richardson interjected. "But when it comes to multifamily or high-density projects, the architect absolutely has to select the exterior lighting. It becomes a theme of the project almost. We’ve had projects ruined by the $3.95 glass ball."

Needless to say, the developers had a somewhat different view. Said Dick Weiss: "My experience in dealing with a number of architects is that they overspecify and they ignore the role of the subcontractor, which I think is a substantial one in the housing industry. Typically no mechanical or electrical engineer—and in many instances no structural engineer—is used in a house. So the influence, if you will, of a subcontractor is a substantial one."

Petros Panagopoulos, project director, affordable housing, for the Irvine Pacific Development Co., added one of his frustrations: "I would emphasize the importance of listening to the people who are actually going to build the product, and determine their common practices. We’ve had problems with using architects from northern California in southern California because we simply build things a little differently down there. The more experienced architects interview the vice president of operations and learn exactly what techniques he wants to use, whether it be trussed roofs or anything else. . . . It may add to the architect’s over-all influence in the program if he learns to give in on those points that really don’t matter to him and understands that they’re important to someone else."

"Let me respond as one of Rodney’s clients," said Niel Davidson. "The architect designs the project and specifies some lighting fixtures. They’re generally very modest fixtures that don’t stand out a lot. Then the job gets put out for bids, and half a dozen different subs come in with different fixtures. You’re going to pick one, and generally you’ll do it on the basis of cost. It would be very helpful if the builder could come to the architect and say ‘I want to use this one instead of that one. Is it okay?’ That doesn’t always happen. And problems arise because the architect designs and the builder then says, ‘Hey, I can get this cheaper and it looks the same.’ But what he thinks is the same is not."

A good proportion of the trained architects are not sensitive to housing. They’re fish out of water when they get into housing."—Barry Berkus

From top to bottom: Arthur C. Danielian Danielian Associates Newport Beach Walter J. Richardson Richardson-Nagy-Martin Newport Beach Henrik Bull Bull Volkmann Stockwell San Francisco
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This last statement brought vigorous nods of assent from the architects. "We've been hurt, and I guess a number of you around this table have been, where there is switching of materials over the advice of the architect, and the material then falls in the field," said Rod Friedman. . . . Take an area like hardware—we like a particular manufacturer because it has always stood behind its product. But occasionally we use a substitute, Brand X. And Brand X rusts and doesn't survive the life of the sales model. And we get sued for that, because Brand X was shaved under our nose and we were told, 'This is terrific stuff, you have to give Brand X a try.'

"There's another area that's becoming crucial: There are some substitutes for shingles that we've seen that we don't think will perform as well, but a contractor will say, 'You've specified six inches to the weather, but we've got this terrific thing.'" We had windows in one project over in Marin County where the glass was blown right out of the frame and wound up across the room 15 feet away. It turned out the manufacturer had just glued the glass in four spots and put a little rubber bead around them—no positive retention. It's those areas where the builder and the architect are most vulnerable, because none of these products are tested in the field before installation. I wish there were a way of finding a logical remedy, because the ultimate user, the homeowners' association, comes back to us because we're the insured—the contractor may be gone—and asks us to make repairs."

Jim Olson and Warren Callister offered a different perspective on the same selection: both thought that the individual owners were left with too little freedom to express their tastes. Said Callister: "Sometimes emphasis is given—wrong emphasis, like too much emphasis on things people really find quite personal and would do differently. . . . Sometimes I feel superficial in some of the things we have to work with. It all starts with the marketing and sales people."

This offered a good opportunity to go deeper into a topic that had already been touched on many times: market research. Moderator Wagner turned to Bob Lesser and asked:

**Market research is frequently criticized as establishing too many rules and constraints. True?**

Lesser's response: "In some cases market research can provide some specific opportunities that can be picked up in the design and translated into a winning project. For example, there were some things that weren't mentioned at all in our presentation about windows. But in some recent research we did in half a dozen different locations around the country for attached, not-particularly-high-density suburban housing, four items that were the most important to the market were: security, noise, storage and energy conservation."

"What those of us who do market research try to understand is what's out in the market, who the potential customers are, what their motivations may be, and the competition is—demographically, statistically and so on—to size up this market and its potential and to forecast how much of the share of market is going to be for a particular project. And out of all that we generate specific recommendations—what you probably call a design strategy—that translates what the market is saying into very specific product input so that you can get on with the job of being planners and architects and not have to wonder what's on the mind of the client or what's on the mind of the people the project is going to serve."

"We have found that early on a decision should be made as to whether the project under consideration is real estate or whether it's a series of dwelling units. People seem to respond to different criteria: For example, there's much more to the benefits they can derive from the community environment than they do when they are buying individual houses in a subdivision where there may be a half-dozen builders represented. There, research indicates, it's more important to worry about kitchen appliances and interior finishes and things of that nature. At a community level or even a project level, on the other hand, the market will respond much more to an over-all sense of well-being, identity, prestige, security, landscaping, lighting, and the general feeling of the place. So early on in the process we try to determine what it is that we're going to sell and whether we're selling benefits or features, so the market research can be far more definitive from a programming standpoint."

Art Danielian: "Sense of place becomes increasingly important in the high-density areas, and I think the market researcher is a fundamental resource to tell you what people are looking for because different age groups and different lifestyles do require different amenities and pricing."

Rob Steinberg: "Market research is an outgrowth of the developer trying to reduce his risk and simplify. And there are good market studies and there are bad market studies. I've had developers come in and say I have my market study, no. It's important to point out that just having a market study is not the answer. Where it becomes successful is where there's a dialogue between the market-research person and the architect. If he gives you a booklet and walks out and says I'm done, I don't think it's going to work."

Warren Callister: "I agree that we should work together, but somehow or other that has changed, and the banks are conservative, the lender is conservative, the developer is conservative, and the whole thing becomes increasingly important to the perception of the property and the market, who the potential market is, what it is that we're selling and how we're going to sell it."

Don Sandy: "I think that every person at this table has been a success through innovation—through innovative concepts within the housing sector before there was any marketing. . . . If marketing has the effect of stopping the creative and innovative things we started with, we are losing a lot. It's just that simple."

Developer Niel Davidson: "Innovation is relatively easy when we're in an up market. In the five to seven years preceding the recent recession, there was a lot of innovation, and it happened because the market would absorb innovation. Innovation is going to be a lot harder in the next 10 years, because it's going to have to come from being able to provide housing at a price that people can afford."

The discussion then moved on to the topic of constraints to innovation. Number one on the list: the regulatory process. "'I thought developers were going out of hand,'" said Darryl Foreman, "and I'm speaking as a designer, an architect, and a developer. Regulation has taken the decision making and the responsibility for projects away from the group of professionals who have a body of knowledge and who over the years have developed a way to design buildings in such a way that people can live in them comfortably. This regulatory process has put those decisions in the hands of bureaucrats and elected officials who really have no expertise. . . . There doesn't seem to be, built into the regulatory process, the notion that we are in a minor crisis when it appears; they all want it solved ahead of time. This contributes to increased cost; it contributes to the paving over of the environment; and it's the consumer's loss for it limits his choice of how he wants to live and raise his children."

"Many of our decisions are counterproductive to the quality of life," added Henrik Bull, "and I think most of us here would agree that the market can and should decide many of these issues. Such things as land-coverage ratios, parking requirements and all the stuff that went into the minimum property standards should not be covered by regulations. They're pure nonsense and they make for cookbook architecture and dull living at the very least. . . ."

Ralph Bender offered one solution: "It would help tremendously if architects would serve on zoning commissions, planning commissions, city councils. . . . It's a tremendous opportunity to get our point of view across, and I don't think enough of us spend enough time in that sector."

And Art Danielian offered another: "We have informal workshops with the city council and planning commission ahead of the actual submittal so that we can give them a chance to get their minds going in a more positive direction rather than facing a kangaroo court on one day when the room is full of architects who do it the official way."

Ira Norris described how the building industry in San Bernardino County had banded together to get other elected officials who understood the building industry's point of view.

And Barry Berkus pointed out that "many times we get the green light from building officials who impede progress: 'Many times we get the green light from . . ."
The performance was a classic lasting 17 years! Then, they called for an encore. The star: 100% pure wool carpet, custom designed in honey and olive with the Center’s sunburst emblem.

Wool was chosen as the only fiber that could provide the luxurious beauty and rich color needed to complement the elegance of the Grand Hall and the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

Over a million patrons annually attend 400 performances and other events. Only wool offered the soil and stain resistance, cleanliness, easy maintenance and durability required to cope with the crowds, drink spills and cigarette ends. Daily vacuuming and periodic cleaning removed spots and soil. Burns brushed away leaving no ugly melt scars.

After 17 years, when the carpet was replaced, the Los Angeles Music Center insisted on an encore and specified a 100% pure wool duplicate of the original carpet!

Want more encores from your clients? Specify pure wool. Its easy cleanliness, economical maintenance and lasting beauty make it the most cost-effective carpet investment.

Again 100% pure wool sets the standard for carpet excellence.
"The banks are conservative, the lender is conservative—it all reinforces itself into unimaginative solutions."—Warren Callister

the staff, they want us to do innovative product, to develop new building forms and increased density. We get to the planning commission and then the neighbors come out; they’re the ones who stop us today. In the 1960s, the architect and the developer created a great big Frankenstein. We did puns, and then the cities turned around and said ‘We will not accept your greenbelts, your streets.’ So we formed associations. We polarized a political group. Much of the litigation we’re facing today as architects and planners comes from that polarized group, that new political entity.”

“Let’s switch gears a little bit and talk about a different set of constraints to innovation,” said moderator Wagner:

For a long time it was conventional wisdom that contemporary architecture didn’t sell. Still true? Why?

Dick Weiss: “I’ve had the experience of having developed in the major market areas throughout the United States [Mr. Weiss was president of The Larwin Co., a major multimarket builder, during the ’70s] and I can tell you that when we brought the California contemporary into the Chicago marketplace, it was not as acceptable as when we came from the East with the Levitt Colonial. This style was very acceptable in the Middle West, and we sold it head-on—against the midwestern classic split ranch. . . . There are still areas where if it’s not brick it won’t sell, and I think it’s important to recognize that.”

Barry Berkus: “Essentially the mass-market builder has become very sensitive to regionalism. Contemporary architecture in Virginia and Washington, D.C. means taking the shutters off. If you try to do something more than that, you’re really butting your head against the wall. Because of the media, there’s a great move across the nation to make the space inside these dwellings something that suits today’s lifestyle. But the exterior of the building is going to be an envelope that reflects the tradition of the area . . . .”

Henrik Bull: “There is still a feeling that if the general public likes a piece of art, it’s got to be bad. The fashion magazines in architecture go through styles every two years. Every few years they discover a new decade. They keep rediscovering Le Corbusier. I haven’t been able to figure out why; nobody outside the profession takes it seriously. It’s what works that I think is most
The busier you are, the better it looks.

Do three things at once—easily! With Elkay's deluxe three-compartment Cuisine Centre.™ Prepare food in one of the extra-deep, stainless steel sink compartments. Drain dishes in the other. And toss scraps into the special disposer compartment.

For even greater convenience, we've added a custom-fitted, hardwood cutting board, and rinsing basket. And you'll especially appreciate the added luxury of the dual-handle Elkay faucet with swivel aerator, spray, and deck-mounted drain releases.

Make it easy on yourself with the ultimate in kitchen convenience...the Elkay Cuisine Centre.

Elkay style. Reflected in everything we do.

Over 20 million consumers will see this ad. That's Elkay selling for you!

ELKAY

Send for our new, full-color, 26-page brochure on Elkay sinks, faucets, disposers and accessories. Please enclose $1.00 for handling.

Elkay Manufacturing Co., 2222 Camden Court, Oak Brook, IL 60521.
"Innovation will be a lot harder in the next ten years, because it will have to come from being able to provide housing at a price that people can afford." — Niel Davidson

important. If the building makes sense, then maybe people will feel that it has some value. It's not important whether it has a flat roof or not. Rather, is it a liveable space?... My wife and I spent seven years in 330 square feet of absolutely wonderful space. Not designed by an architect. Fireplace, view, all of the amenities that we really wanted. And not legal, speaking of impediments..."

Walt Richardson: "There's a danger in names—contemporary, traditional, whatever—I just read every survey that comes out and gives people choices. You back the Times' Guide when it comes to contemporary or modern, invariably there's a shed roof or some awful-looking thing. Architecturally it could be the cover of a magazine, but to the general public it's a real turn-off. The drawings they use; Heritage Village is a beautiful example of that. If you took a black-line drawing of one of the buildings there and put it in a survey, people wouldn't understand it. It wouldn't read. And if they saw it in the project, they'd fall in love with it."

It was Rodney Friedman who had the last word on the subject: "Beyond these factors that relate to economics and geography, the buyer is really pretty malleable. He wants to feel comfortable in his residence, so it can't be an architecture so extreme that he's going to be the subject of ridicule by his peers. We have started to survey our projects.... The truth is, most of the people can't identify the architecture of their homes. But they do know whether they enjoy living there or not, and they recite the specific examples which relate to the ambience, the landscaping, etc. They want to feel good and we want to be part of the process to allow that to happen. And that's what the surveys have a hard time communicating, because it's a look into the graphic process of illustrating some kind of a design in a questionnaire."

Moderator Wagner then asked for more details on a subject that had been touched on early in the Round Table:

Does it make sense for architects to work on a front-end creative design basis only, leaving the builder to do his own detailed drawing? And if so, how much could fees be reduced? How might the architect be held harmless for failures?

The architects divided on whether this was a good way to work. Said Barry Berkus: "We have been doing that for a long time, and we found we had to go to a tight design development package which would unwrap the full building, cut the sections, do everything in quarter-inch, tie it together so that someone without a tremendous amount of talent would not take too long to put it together. This way we can usually get a job that resembles what we had in design."

This system, says Berkus, cuts his fees exactly in half. He deals with the liability question by staying off the title block: "Basically it says 'construction documents by' and it gives the other architect's name. We may put in something that says 'designed by,' but the disclaimer is very important."

"Is it a satisfying experience to you as an architect to work that way?" asked Rob Steinberg.  

"I get the greatest satisfaction in the schematic and design phases," answered Berkus. "In large project architecture, if the massing is correct, there can be some problems in the details and the project will still be pretty strong. And putting a real business hat for a second, we make all our money in design and lose it in working drawings."

One more advantage. Berkus pointed out: Working this way educates the young architects who are drawing the work. The biggest problem: Some of them don't think they need the education. "Sometimes the firm has a tremendous ego to begin with, and they start massaging that... I know who is doing the work without saying anything until all of a sudden you walk in the field and it's not your design anymore. However, some developers have good drafting staffs, and they're easier to work with because they'll ask questions where an architect might just jump in and interpret."

Does the builder save anything if there is a second architect doing the working drawings? "He saves so little it's not worth the loss of coordination," said Walt Richardson.

And Rod Friedman agreed: "It's been a disaster every time we've tried it. In fact, we've had our clients volunteer to pay for putting a temporary team of people in a different city or state because they wanted the continuity with their local contractors."

Berkus argued the point: "Take Texas, for example, where the fee structures are 10 or 20 per cent of what they are here in California. If we give a small developer our fee, it will blow him out of the saddle. But if we say 'design only' and cut the fee in half, we'll get the whole thing drafted for $5,000. So he's able to afford our services to design something that's decent."

Ralph Benders had found another way to take advantage of the low drafting fees in Texas: "In our town [San Antonio] we have about 50 one-man firms who don't get big jobs because they're one-man firms, but they're extremely capable architects and many of them are particularly capable of doing production drawings. So we've formed what we call a consortium: Under the umbrella of our firm and the consortium, these architects retain their identity but work for us almost continuously in production, design, supervision or specifications. We were able to get our production drafting costs down because they're not carrying the overhead that we're carrying."

At the moment, however, Bender is concerned not only with cost but with speed: "We're hoping that the introduction of computer-assisted drafting equipment may give us a lot more design time and cut the working-drawing time down."

Henrik Bull sounded a note of warning on computerization: "We have had both very good experience and disastrous experience, and everything depends on who's doing the work. Unless you're very different from us, you can't afford to buy the equipment yourself, so you'd better know who is doing the programming and the quality of their hardware and software. We had one project that was a total disaster because they simply did not have the capability of making the kinds of changes that are really the key to success. And in another case—a large hotel that was fiercely repetitious—we were able to make minor changes on all 400 rooms overnight."

An end-of-the-day round robin focused on the practical aspects of the architect-builder relationship... Ralph Bender: "If we would educate our architects to run their own businesses better, if we would be not just architects, but businessmen-architects... we would be better respected by the business and building communities, and we'd have a far better understanding of the problems those business people are confronted with every day..."

... And it focused on the social responsibility of the architect. Warren Callister: "The architect's responsibility is as a creative person. Architecture can be more of a creative art than it is, and I think it has to be in order to attract the kind of people we'd like to see in the profession. We're teaching professionalism, which is not necessarily helpful when you're really working on a project and you're asking for some perception of how society should perhaps express itself."

But in the end, one thing was painfully clear:

While there was plenty of good will about working as a team, the real question was who would lead that team? Niel Davidson: "I think in the future, as the architects realize that the developers of today are in fact relatively sophisticated and capable of participating in the design and being a manager of the other consultants that play a role, we'll make great strides in what is ultimately presented to the market."

Warren Callister: "I think the architect might very well hire the developer, hire the builder, the market analyst and might also arrange for the financing and take a risk. We're failing because we are becoming more and more adept at doing the least important role."

For the moment, at least, the answer can only be to keep talking. Natalie Gerardi
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Built-in refrigeration for homes of distinction

Sub-Zero is the true built-in refrigeration system designed exclusively for the home. All models feature 24" depth, which enables them to fit flush with all standard base cabinets and affords easy accessibility to all stored items. All Sub-Zero built-in models are designed to accept exterior panels of virtually any material. This unique feature provides you complete flexibility in kitchen design. You can blend it in or accent your own special kitchen decor.

Models range in size from 24" to 48" width and up to 31 cubic feet in capacity . . . the largest unit made for the home. The line features side-by-side, over-n-under (freezer on bottom), all refrigerator, and all freezer units. Also available are under-counter and individual ice-making units. All full size units feature icemaking capabilities and adjustable storage in both refrigerator and freezer.

An outstanding refrigeration system coupled with such innovative manufacturing features as polyurethane insulation (entire unit including doors), magnetically sealed doors, self venting and automatic defrost assures years of satisfactory performance.

Every Sub-Zero unit is completely test run at the factory for total performance before delivery.

See Sub-Zero on display at leading kitchen dealer and appliance showrooms.

Send for colorful brochure on unique kitchens. Available in Canada.
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The Signature Custom Leisure Pavilion is an aluminum and stainless steel building glazed with clear and/or translucent single or double-wall panels, and with a motorized opening roof system. It can add a whole new dimension to your life.

A WORLD APART. BUT NOT A WORLD AWAY.

For your most discriminating clients—a sheltered, private world of lush plantings, shimmering water, warmed by sunlight, cooled by the romantic glow of moonlight. The perfect way to swim, exercise, or host a poolside party, even on chilly nights.

With a Signature Custom Leisure Pavilion a pool becomes a place to relax, unwind, refresh the spirit. Any season of the year.

For a full color Portfolio of Signature Pavilions and the distributor nearest you write or call: Signature, P.O. Box 100, Wheeling, IL 60090. Telephone 1-312-634-9355.

Solar Structures products are available only through authorized, independent distributors. Your inquiry will be forwarded to the distributor in your area. Solar Structures is a division of IBG International, specialists in glazed structural systems since 1914.
Introducing the Andersen box bay. Space-savings, energy-savings and work-savings... in one beautiful package.

Come home to quality.
Did you say space-savings?
Yes. The bay's sides are 90° to the wall. This reduces the width of the opening. To as little as 50". Yet a high wide view still comes home.
You're saying less is more?
We're saying this Andersen box bay is ideal for your space-conscious new designs and your remodeling/restoration projects.
And the energy-saving claim?
Fact not claim. This window is made of naturally insulating wood and uses double-pane insulating glass to reduce conducted heat loss through the glass area by almost 50%, compared to a single-pane window without storms. This energy-efficiency can mean year-round fuel savings for your client.
That alone won't sell them.
Then consider this. Covering the wood core of the window is a layer of thick rigid Perma-Shield® vinyl. The vinyl (available in white or Terratone color) resists installation damage. Ends on-site staining or priming. Saves on maintenance costs because it doesn't need painting.
Nice. But everything sounds good in an ad.
Then check Sweet's File 8.16/An. Or go see your Andersen distributor or dealer. They're in the Yellow Pages under Windows. Tell them we sent you.
We believe in quality.
In 1969, when we introduced the concept of an exterior insulation and finish system to the United States, we set high standards for ourselves and our product. Dryvit® Outsulation®.

We had to prove our wall system could perform as well, or better, than traditional materials. And so our commitment to stringent testing and quality control was born.

We believe no one has invested more time and effort in wide-range R&D and testing than we have over the years. And these are some of the reasons why the Dryvit System has earned your trust.

A proven formula goes into our Finish coat and cementitious adhesive.

We employ a 100% pure acrylic polymer formula when making the adhesives and coatings that form part of the Dryvit System. We know there is no substitute for the performance level of 100% pure acrylic co-polymer. We know that other formulas are less expensive, but we also know that valuable properties such as flexibility, color-retention, moisture-resistance, alkali-stability and wet adhesion are lost in an impure formula.

And you may have full confidence that we intend to maintain our high standards of product quality.

We offer technical support in the field and at the planning stage.

Our national field service staff is on call to help you. And design assistance is available from our technical staff and R&D department. Our distributors are also nearby for fast local assistance.

Four plants with modern batching facilities and custom color service are strategically located for fast delivery. You can trust the Dryvit Difference when you need it.

Demanding fire and structural testing go beyond code minimums.

The Dryvit System is recognized by all three model code agencies: ICBO, BOCA, SBCCI.

But we've put our System to even further testing by subjecting it to Full Scale Fire Tests with 1500 and 1250 pound fire sources, as well as the Factory Mutual Corner Test. Positive and negative wind load testing has been conducted on full scale wall assemblies in accordance with ASTM E330 procedures.

You can have confidence in the performance of Dryvit even under demanding conditions.

Now, read about the Dryvit Difference on these recent projects.

Dryvit shows its colors in the First Christian Church, Ft. Collins, Colorado.

Because of earlier success working with Dryvit, Glaser Associates Architects felt confident about creating the aesthetic detail for this striking church. Taking advantage of Dryvit’s built-in flexibility, they incorporated 2 inches of Dryvit Insulation Board in a custom red Sandblast™ Finish to form bands of relief. The rest of the building was erected with 1-inch Dryvit Insulation Board and Manor White Quarzputz® Finish. It exemplifies the wide range of design freedom offered by the Dryvit System.

Trust our proven performance. It’s the
It took only 5 weeks to panelize the 9-story Lookout Corporate Center.

Located one-and-a-half miles from downtown Cincinnati, Ohio, this building was designed, constructed and developed by W.P. Butler Company.

Project Architect Wm. Michael Hargis’ design called for 28,000 sq. ft. of pre-fabricated Dryvit Outsulation panels. The 9 x 30 ft. panels were fabricated off site and trucked 75 miles — yet the building was enclosed in only 5 weeks.

Also, the pre-fabricated panels reduce the overall weight-of-wall of the structure. Important because of the nature of the site — bedrock is 75 ft. below the surface.

Outstanding “R” values were obtained by using 3 inches of Dryvit Insulation Board in the System.

The first floor of this handsome building now serves as corporate headquarters for the developer/contractor.

"Comparative cost and aesthetics became a reality at Lookout Corporate Center.”

"The Dryvit applicator provided us with a very convincing presentation on why the Dryvit System would facilitate a flexible method of erecting a curtain wall for our new corporate center.

Comparative cost and aesthetic considerations became a reality when the building was completed on a tight schedule and within budget. Using a combination of pre-fabricated Dryvit panels and in-place application proved to be everything we anticipated.”

Wm. Michael Hargis
Chief Architect
W. P. Butler Company

This hospital’s curving wings are beautifully realized with Dryvit Outsulation.

When architects Edwards and Daniels designed St. Anthony Hospital in Pocatello, Idaho, they thought originally of metal panels to create their curving concept.

However, metal panels posed installation problems. They were able to achieve the same flowing lines easily with Dryvit Outsulation. Steel studs were cut and welded into shape and fabricated into panels off site. Some field application of the System was also used.

Results are so pleasing, an adjacent Doctor's Office Building is planned with similar Dryvit construction.

Over 40,000 buildings stand as proof of our performance.

More than 30 years of Dryvit experience in this country and Europe offer peace of mind to the developer and architect specifying Dryvit. When this experience is added to the wealth of testing and technical support that comes with the System, you can understand — yes, there is indeed a Dryvit Difference!

Call or write for detailed information.

DRYVIT® SYSTEM, INC.
One Energy Way
P.O. Box 1014, West Warwick, RI 02893
(401) 822-4100

Plants: West Warwick, RI; Tulsa, OK; Columbus, GA; Woodlake, CA

Look for Dryvit in the General Building File of Sweets Catalog under Section 7.13/DR

Circle 42 on inquiry card
THE LOOK.
NOW TWICE AS FAST.

New Shakertown Colonial II cedar shingle siding will give you the look you want. Twice as fast. Twice as easy.
With two 7" courses per panel Colonial II cuts application time by half over regular 7" lap siding and by three-fourths over individual shingles. Only eleven panels are needed to cover 100 sq. ft.
Colonial II panels are self-aligning which eliminates measuring and chalk-lining after the first course. Panels are full 8' length with no shorts, no grade fall down and very little waste. Color matched nails are included with only two nails per stud required.
Matching mitered corners complete the system. Get the full story on Colonial II.

Call Joe Hendrickson at 1-800-426-8970.
Surfaces: modular carpet tech from Lees

Appearance. Dense construction and freeze texture make a durable wear surface. Atron® nylon yarn by DuPont is dirt-resistant and static-protected. Superior appearance retention reduces maintenance costs.

Flexibility. Tiles lift free for quick, easy access to under-floor power. Lees modular carpets are compatible with all flat wire distribution systems for CRT, telephone, and electric power.

Guaranteed. Lees backs the system with a comprehensive warranty. No manufacturer of carpet tile goes so far to guarantee performance satisfaction.

Call toll-free. For illustrated brochure, test data, specification information, call 800/523-5647. From within Pennsylvania, call collect 215/666-9426.


Live the life of Lees at work and at home.

Lees carpets
Made better by Burlington
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Circle 44 on inquiry card
The alternative to conventional roofing that often fails is durable single-ply roofing. But most single-ply materials are calendered and stresses produced during the calendering process cause shrinkage that can break seams, pull away flashings... or do even more extensive damage.

Flagon® single-ply materials are extruded and uniquely produced to eliminate shrinkage. With Flagon®, a proprietary blend of PVC and high quality compounds, a maximum shrinkage of less than 0.5% eliminates these problems.

Flagon Seams Are Fused—Not Glued
Flagon® seams are stronger and more permanent than glued seams. Flagon® seams are actually fused into a completely homogenous double thickness of material. Seaming with glue requires sophisticated techniques and result in numerous pieces of material that are simply joined, while seaming with Flagon® results in a single durable covering on the roof.

Flagon Is Guaranteed UV Stable
It takes confidence to guarantee a roof will last through 100° summers and subzero winters, but WatPro guarantees that Flagon® will do just that and more—for 10 years.

Designed to last 20 to 30 years, even in the most demanding circumstances, Flagon® outlasts other roofing systems time after time. Whether you’re designing or re-roofing with a loose-laid ballasted system, a mechanically fastened system or fully adhered system, there’s a Flagon® system for you—whatever your requirements.

For more information, write WatPro, Inc., 2517 Highway 35, P.O. Box 336, Manasquan, N.J. 08736 or call (201) 528-6727.

There’s a WatPro® Flagon® System That Won’t.
Sanitary Fittings
Selected for The Design Collection, MoMA.
Uncompromising design and quality are reflected in this all brass modular plumbing system for the kitchen, lavatory and bath. Represented here by a variety of wall-mounted fixtures and accessories finished in 10 epoxy colors, polished brass or chrome. Part of a series available exclusively from Kroin.

_Circle 6 on information card._
With a Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Technical Pen and a lot of imagination and skill, Al Lorenz turns architects' proposals into clean, crisp, client-pleasing visuals. His Rapidograph renderings range from traditional perspectives to fish-eye lens panoramas, with loose sketches and tight elevations in between. To assist in this prodigious and versatile output, Al Lorenz relies on Rapidograph dependability. It is this dependability that makes the Rapidograph the most widely used technical pen in the United States and Canada.

Rapidograph was the first technical pen. It was born in industry in the early 1950's to provide the precision drafting required by engineering design and aerospace industries. It established new and very stringent standards in all disciplines when it was experienced that the Rapidograph made possible high precision engineering drafting with the additional benefits of economy and time savings.

The Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Pen rides over drawing surfaces with the ease of a pencil because its tubular nib will not snag. In fact, it doesn't require the hand pressure used with pencil; its own weight on the drawing surface provides a consistent ink laydown. The drafter or artist has only to guide it with an easy, non-fatiguing hold.

A patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL provides an airtight bond between the pen cap and pen body, keeping ink throughout the balanced ink-flow system clog-free, ready for instant startup after days, weeks or even months of storage. The refillable ink cartridge is another appreciated feature, permitting longer, uninterrupted drawing sessions.

Your office or studio might now be using Rapidograph precision for clean, crisp floor plans and elevations; so let exciting Rapidograph renderings help further your proposals' chances of approval.

Rapidograph is a registered trademark of Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc. A technical pen is Rapidograph only if it says Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph on the barrel.

Consult our Customer Service Department if you would like to know more about technical pens, drawing materials and techniques. Or if you want information about choosing the right inks for your projects, Koh-I-Noor offers the largest single-source selection of waterproof black india drawing inks, as well as opaque and transparent colored inks:

201-479-4124.
In Canada: 416-671-0696.

Please send me complimentary Koh-I-Noor Catalog A describing Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Technical Pens, Point Sizes, Koh-I-Noor and Pelikan inks and other materials.

☐ I would like the names of Koh-I-Noor dealers in my area.

NAME (please print or type)
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.
100 North St., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr., Mississauga, Ont. L5T 1B4
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The good, the bad, and the ugly.
The safe, the secure, and the beautiful.

Kawneer Panic Guard® with Paneline®

Life Safety Codes. Building Security. Aesthetic Appeal. By themselves, there are answers for each of these entrance questions. But put these requirements together and the problems are multiplied. Effective Life Safety compliance may mean diminished security. And until now, aesthetic appeal has always been lost in the shuffle of performance compromises.

Kawneer Entrances with Panic Guard and Paneline are the answer no matter what the question is. The integrally-designed push panel responds quickly and easily to pressure for fast emergency exit. This same design also prevents chaining and blocking of the entrance, something that happens all too often in the interest of security of conventional panic exit device doors.

And speaking of security, Kawneer Panic Guard ingeniously defeats the intrusion of wires or coat hangers. The patented astragal bar design blocks insertion of devices to release the exit mechanism while continuous stops at the jamb and threshold prevent foreign object entry at these points. The recessed lock cylinder, which is also protected by the pull handles, prevents lock removal by tongs, pipe wrenches, or other burglary tools. And, Kawneer Sealair® weathering in the frame and an exclusive adjustable weathering between the door leaves help make the entrance secure against the elements, too.

The aesthetic appeal of Paneline virtually speaks for itself. The contemporary styling complements any entrance and optional matching panels can be specified for vestibule doors along with fixed rails for sidelights and centerlites.

Kawneer Entrances with Panic Guard and Paneline. They are proof that you can have the good without having to accept the bad and the ugly, too.

For additional information, write:
The Kawneer Company, Dept. C, 1105 North Front Street, Niles, MI 49120.

Circle 47 on inquiry card

Kawneer
The designer's element
Why is an ICF Kitchen a little bit better?

International Contract Furnishings Inc.
305 E. 63rd St., New York, N.Y. 10021
Telephone: (212) 750-0900
Telex: 236073/Cable: Confun NY

ICF Kitchen Cabinets
Model: Glacé
Designer: Luigi Massoni

ICF/Chicago
tel: 312/222-0160
ICF/Los Angeles
tel: 213/659-1387
ICF/Houston
tel: 713/840-7924
ICF/St. Louis
tel: 314/241-6457
ICF/Washington D.C.
tel: 202/298-7941
Because Luigi Massoni pays attention to details.

Because, not only is the Glacé kitchen made in several genuine wood veneers, it is also offered in polished high-gloss colors (a finish that requires 43 separate hand operations to achieve).

... for each size cabinet, there is a wide selection of interior components, to utilize optimum storage space efficiently.

Because there is no visible hardware to detract from a clean-line minimalist design.

... the structural panels are $\frac{3}{4}$" thick (unlike most others which are $\frac{6}{8}$" or less).

... the backpanels create an impenetrable barrier against mildew and humidity.

Because custom-size cabinets are offered to create wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling installation.

... spare parts are always available to make later changes or to move to a new house.

We hope you'll agree, an ICF Kitchen is not just a little bit better, an ICF Kitchen is the best!
Check the Advantages of Flame Proof LHC™

The designers and developers of Three Village II condominiums in Lyndhurst, Ohio did just that, and they decided Osmose FLAME PROOF LHC fire retardant treated wood provided the superior qualities they required for their luxurious development. Not only did it meet their tough fire retardancy needs, including its use in the two-hour rated fire wall systems, but it also gave them a product free of blooming and corrosion problems. Price, availability and insurance savings were other deciding factors in the selection of FLAME PROOF LHC.

Here are some of the advantages that make Osmose FLAME PROOF LHC the perfect choice for your next job:

- Less Corrosive – The corrosion properties of FLAME PROOF LHC are superior to other interior fire retardant formulations.
- Non-Blooming – With FLAME PROOF LHC, there are no unsightly residues often experienced with conventional interior fire retardants.
- Low Hygroscopicity – FLAME PROOF LHC can be used in interior applications, even when humidities reach 95%.
- Fire Retardancy – FLAME PROOF LHC’s low flame spread rating of 25 or less earns UL certification and approval from major model building codes and insurance rating bureaus.

Send for full details on all the advantages of Osmose FLAME PROOF LHC fire retardant treated wood. It will make your decision easier when specifying FLAME PROOF LHC.

Three Village II condominiums have custom-built interiors suited to individual life-styles. Set into beautiful surroundings, they incorporate superior systems for security and fire safety.


OSMOSE® WOOD PRESERVING CO. OF AMERICA, INC.
980 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, NY 14209
P.O. Drawer Q, 1015 Everee Inn Rd., Griffin, GA 30224

Circle 49 on inquiry card
American Renaissance. From Norco, windows that are a celebration of light.

Old World craftsmen were the first to build windows that turn sunlight into a shimmering celebration of color. The secret to this art was leaded glass. Now all the celestial beauty of this elegant tradition is available from Norco in a stunning new series of windows: American Renaissance.

It's a rebirth of the art, offering your customers the look of real leaded glass windows. Hand-beveled glass is polished to a sparkling luster and solidly joined together. The decorative border glass has a subtly marbled finish that complements the traditional character of each window.

The American Renaissance series marries Old World charm with modern technology. Insulated glass, and a tight seal between panes produce an energy-efficient window.

Available in a variety of sizes in both Nor'clad™ and primed wood casements, the American Renaissance series is offered in two inspiring designs...and in energy-tight metal entrance doors, complete with sidelights.

The American Renaissance series is the newest addition to Norco's line of window and door products.

Call or write today for complete information.

NORCO WINDOWS, INC.
P.O. Box 309, Hawkins, WI 54530
Phone: 715/585-6311
© NORCO WINDOWS, INC. 1981
Circle 51 on inquiry card
It's Beating Delays To Fasten Over 1000 Custom Windows On Schedule — While Saving At Least 50% On Labor.

An actual account of how Hilti's complete system of products and services makes a positive difference to your business.

Architecture throughout the Las Colinas Urban Center in Irving, Texas is unique and distinctive. Office space is in demand. Any construction delay puts extra pressure on every contractor. That's what the Dallas glazier firm of Payne and Howard wanted to avoid when installation of custom windows at the 511 Carpenter Freeway Building was slowed because of material problems.

When the shipment did arrive, there were over 1000 units to be placed in the seven story building. And other contractors were waiting for the building to be enclosed.

The Hilti Solution

Payne and Howard chose Hilti's DX 451 Powder Actuated Fastening System to do the job. The 59" x 79" steel window frames (including glass) were fastened into ½" structural steel beams. Each frame required ten fasteners.
- Fastening labor time was about one minute per window. That's 60 times faster than the fastening method originally considered for the project.

System brought Payne and Howard from delayed to on schedule. Hilti EDN 22 pins handled the steel without a hitch. And the DX 451 tool was fast, dependable and convenient. From start to finish.

No building goes according to plan. That's why planning with Hilti pays off in performance and dependability.

Quality products, backed by technical experience and direct service, meant beating delays and huge labor savings in this case.

SEE WHAT WE CAN DO IN YOUR CASE

Putting Things Together to Stay.

Circle 52 on inquiry card
Why is Villeroy & Boch the best choice?

Villeroy & Boch ceramic tile has advantages over other materials: long life, beauty, easy maintenance and most importantly, increasing the value of your home. Moreover, our range of colors and shapes is unequalled, so designing a room is as simple as choosing the best...

VILLEROY & BOCH
The world's largest ceramic producer, founded in 1748

Tiles: Clichy (3186) 10-5/8" x 16-1/2" x 7/16"; (3185) 6" x 6" x 7/16" Color S235-S25

Send $2.00 for Color Catalog.
Villeroy & Boch (USA) Inc., PO Box 103 AR., Pine Brook, NJ 07058 (201) 575-0550/3111 East Mira Loma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 632-9770 / In Canada: CERATEC, Inc.

Circle 53 on inquiry card
Judging by the Record House on our cover, the reader might well expect a commentary that begins “Once upon a time...”. There is an aura of imagined childhood haunts about this gabled cottage in the snow that gives Bentley/LaRosa/Salasky’s design the appeal of a timeless archetype. Each of the 15 other houses we have selected conveys altogether different associations, yet each in its own way also represents some essential image of home. Whether constructed for $19 per square foot or $100, these buildings impress us with a solid individuality that transcends mere novelty. The following pages graphically demonstrate that such oft-repeated architectural themes as the primitive hut, the Palladian villa, and even the modern “box” still bear restatement—and can still inspire creativity in those who master their lessons.

Veronda Associates and Morgan and Lindstrom, for example, have inverted the Late Modernist preoccupation with “breaking the box” by seeking instead to reassemble rectangular volumes in pristine counterpoint to natural surroundings. Frank Gehry has transformed a simple pair of boxes into a tense sculptural ensemble by exploiting humble building techniques and materials. Though he drew upon the utilitarian vernacular of his California setting with provocative originality, Gehry has convincingly invoked the spirit of the place—a time-honored procedure that also yielded the latticed lanai of MLTW/Turnbull’s pavilion in Hawaii, the Jeffersonian temple front of BumpZoid’s Virginia homestead, and the stucco loggia of Duany and Plater-Zyberk’s Florida villa. Several of the most engaging projects juxtapose diverse styles to piquant effect—such as Graham Gund’s eclectic stable renovation in Boston and Chrysalis’s skyscraper-within-a-town-house in Chicago. Here, as in the South Carolina residence by Stephen Tilly and Alan Buchsbaum, the channeling of solar energy is integral to the visual drama of the design. For all-out spectacle, though, few houses can rival the concluding virtuoso piece by Jim Strasman. Like an extravagant Miesian bridge to nowhere, the glass-and-steel living space soars above cavelike bedrooms—in one bold stroke, an alpha and omega of domestic design. Not everyone’s idea of a happy ending, perhaps, but a reminder that no chapter of our story is really closed forever after. 
Douglas Brenner
Hog Hill House
East Holden, Maine
By Bentley/LaRosa/Salasky Design

Perhaps we never outgrow the childhood fantasy that some buildings have the faces and personalities of people or animals. Surely we know that if Hog Hill House could talk it would speak with the laconic wit of Maine. The young college professor who lives here with his wife and child grew up nearby, and the designers of their house, though not themselves Down Easters, have mastered the local vernacular with artful economy. The project was modest from the start, owing to a tight budget (well under $50,000) and the clients’ taste for rural ways.

The couple’s affection for Shingle Style cottages, and the contractor’s insistence on plain stud-frame construction, led Bentley/La Rosa/Salasky to the basic concept of a rectangular volume with a peaked roof. To minimize clearing on the 26-acre wooded site, designers and owners agreed to build the house at the property’s edge, facing a quiet road to the east, and looking out on Hog Hill through forests to the west. Old New England barns suggested the device of a ground floor partially embedded into a gentle slope, with an uphill entrance facing the road and downhill access on grade (see section overleaf). As the plan evolved, a stairwell and chimney (for the wood stove that heats the entire dwelling) became organizing elements within the interior, defining a vestigial “center hall.” Living areas and a loft study/music room occupy the upper levels and, to take full advantage of the maximum 1,400 square feet the budget allowed, bedrooms were tucked in below, where south windows admit sunlight and meadow views.

Convinced that the exterior needed some distinguishing feature to raise it beyond the banal neatness of a human-size wren house, Ronald Bentley made models to experiment with variations on the peaked roof, even trying on a saltbox for size. In the end, he settled on a symmetrically warped pitch, created by increasing the height of the side walls from front to back and connecting the rafters from the level ridge beam to the sloping plate atop the walls. The effect is uncannily suggestive of lifting wings, particularly when seen from the north (overleaf). “Suddenly, the house seemed to have a definite motion,” says Bentley, “as though it were ready to jump off the ground and over the trees to Hog Hill.” The taut banded skin of shingles and vertical boards, the beaklike profile of the rear balcony, and corner windows like open eyes reinforce this abstract image of poised animate energy. Here, the house seems to say, is a place where you can rest snug at home, and still hear the call of the wild. D.B.
"Nobody quite understood what we had in mind," says Ronald Bentley, recalling the first time the builders saw working drawings of the roof, "but they took it as a challenge and had fun with it." A sheathing of 1x6s was easily fitted to the contour of the warped slopes. The directional thrust implied by the roof line and the axis from front door to back extends westward along a straight avenue cut deep into the woods. The owner intends to carry out the designers' landscape plan for a pond to terminate the vista (Bentley/LaRosa/Salasky jocularly refer to the prospect from the back porch as their "homage to Versailles"). In its orientation for solar gain, the house obeys common wisdom, with few windows on its north face (photo opposite) and expansive openings to the south (elevation opposite below).

Flower boxes under the simple grid trellis outside the living-room windows will be planted with a summer sun-screen of morning glory or hops (for home brew). The square windows at the base of the south side light ground-level bedrooms which, after the spring thaw, overlook Queen Anne's lace and wildflowers in the field beyond. At the clients' request, all of the precious space in the upper levels was devoted to family living and dining areas (lower photos below). The garret loft (top) serves as a study, a playroom, and on occasion, a music room.
Private house
New Buffalo, Michigan
By Veronda Associates
In the midst of a wilderness in the Michigan Dunes, architect George Veronda set an ineffably man-made object of the strictest proportions and crispest finish. Man-made qualities are ruthlessly cut off at the edges of the house, and the owner, an artist and ardent amateur naturalist, has intensified the wilderness by cultivating and transplanting wild grasses and flowers indigenous to the dunes.

Used as a weekend and summer house, the building has been split into two parts: the larger living area and the smaller studio and guest house. The division responds not only to the site but to programmatic desiderata. The artist prefers to work, if not exactly in an office, at least out of the house. Moreover, he believes that host and guests find occasional separation a relief.

The two halves face each other across a shallow depression at the top of the site, an oval hemmed with willows and turned into what Veronda terms "a private, natural and somewhat mysterious interior garden." The visitor, leaving his car in the parking area (out of sight at the top of the site plan), approaches the complex on a long, narrow planked walkway that skims the grass along one side of the studio. Only after breaking through the trees, skirting the corner of the studio and starting down the planking that traverses the interior garden can he perceive the relationship of the buildings to each other and to the site—or even the fact that there are two buildings.

Organized on a rigorous 30-inch module, the house has steel panels on its long walls, glass panels on the short end walls below wood lattices. Like the panels, floors and ceilings obey the discipline of the module: steel trusses are set on 30-inch centers, exactly above teak strips inlaid every 30 inches in the white oak floor. Even outdoors the built environment adheres to the module, with planks on decks and walkways stained a darker color at the prescribed intervals. Though the materials are, generally speaking, standard, the architect's adherence to the module gives the small house unexpected intellectual elegance.

Veronda chose the panels partly because steel, like the grasses, is indigenous—the steel towns of northern Indiana are nearby—but mostly because their smooth surfaces stand in direct antithesis to the untamed site. At first he resisted stark white as a color, trying out a range of bright and natural colors. But ultimately he concluded that "white works best," emphasizing the linearity of the building even as it sets off the many and subtle colors of the wild flowers. G. A.
From the guest house at an artist's residence on the Michigan Dunes, living quarters are viewed across a secluded garden of wild grasses and flowers (directly below). The swagged drapery in the bedroom window is manually operated, walked from one side to a hook on the other. In the dining room (bottom left), all elements comply with the strict 30-inch module: steel panels, glass panels, truss joists and inlaid teak planks. A large deck at the back (below and on preceding pages) overhangs a river bank. Here the domesticated petunia marks the meeting of sophistication and wilderness. To protect the owner's art collection, the house was oriented against the harmful southwest sun.
The artist's painting, "Cattails and Cardinal Flowers," which hangs on one wall of his studio (top above), reflects his lasting fascination with wild plants. The living room (bottom) looks out on a large deck (opposite) that vividly demonstrates why Veronda calls this "a striped house." Construction cost was approximately $45 a square foot.

Private house
New Buffalo, Michigan
Architects:
Veronda Associates
365 West Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60610
Engineers:
S. P. Arooz Associates, Ltd. (structural)
Master carpenter:
Stanley Pukelis
General contractor:
Owner
Photographer:
Bill Hedrich, Hedrich-Blessing
Along with the Walkman, the acrostics, and chilled Macon that help the weary New Yorker forget his cares on the sand at Fire Island, few pastimes are quite so diverting (for the architecturally inclined) as a round of beach-blanket basenkunst. Even seasoned house-watchers are apt to find some novel twist to the Shingle Style Revival or an unimagined Corbusian maneuver among the latest cottages behind the dunes. That there are still new gambits to be tried, without breaking the rules, has been demonstrated handily by Rivkin/Weisman Architects, who in a stroke of one-upmanship have united the bungalow and the machine-a-habiter in a single dwelling.

It all started unremarkably enough with a classic program for the contemporary beach house. A young married couple who live in Manhattan with their daughter Katy wanted an all-season second home to share with weekend guests. Undaunted by a small inland lot (60 by 100 feet) zoned for a maximum floor area of 1,800 square feet (including decks), and neighbors on every side, the owners asked for interiors with a sense of open space, where adult and child, host and guest could each enjoy his privacy. Rivkin/Weisman's device of one new house masquerading as two—an “old” gabled cottage clad with shingles and a “modern” flat-roofed villa sheathed in vertical sliding—interweaves elements of open plan and traditional suites of rooms to create the illusion of more extensive space.

The contrast of “old” and “new” plays out a lively visual game as one glimpses one “house” from the other, or from the bridge that links them. But passing back and forth between these two realms, one never feels they are mismatched partners, since the L-shaped layout affords considerable flexibility in the assignment of shared and private spaces, and the life of the inhabitants has not been divided along simple stylistic lines. Projecting into the two-story living room, the most public area in the house, is the study-balcony, its inner sanctum—a multilevel arrangement that recurs in the child’s room, where Katy can retreat to a tree-house loft.

A balance of team spirit and individual style also distinguishes the exterior. Paneled gables and dove-colored siding defer to the prevailing form of older cottages up and down the block, and even the flat roof, though exceptional in its immediate surroundings, seems only sporting. Given its proper role as a sun deck, this is the best place in the house for an ocean view—which, after all, is strictly according to Corb. D.B.
A ramped boardwalk leads from the pedestrian street (cars are not allowed on Fire Island) to the front door, situated where the “old” and “new” houses connect (above). Though contrasting roof silhouettes, volumes, and siding textures clarify this stylistic duality, monochrome facades and harmonious proportions reinforce the architectural coherence of the entire building. Through the open front door, and the transparent “bridge” above it, one glimpses the fireplace and the flue that rises between the two ells. Eroded in a wavy profile designed to recall a wisp of smoke, the slate-paneled chimney-breast forms a pivot for circulation.
Various compartments of the L-shaped plan are linked by multilevel vistas, enfilades, and interior windows, although sliding doors and pivoting shutters allow for variable privacy (notably, in the master bedroom and bath—above right). The railed bridge in the foreground (photo uppermost right) extends to the study balcony, whose soffit appears in the photo of the living room (top left). On rainy days, the daughter of the house and her guests can escape from their elders in a stylized tree-house loft, with square red “apple” cutouts and a surreal window frame, complete with shade (left center and below).
Jane Spiller first met Frank Gehry when she was researching a film about Los Angeles artists and he was building a house and studio for the painter Ron Davis. Impressed by Gehry's enthusiasm and the sculptural vigor of his work, Spiller sought him out several years later when she decided to build a house of her own in Venice. The project was a test of skill (and enthusiasm) for architect and owner alike. Gehry adroitly satisfied his client's program for two dwellings (one for rental tenants) on a 30- by 90-foot urban lot and gave her privacy, sunshine, and views of the Pacific shore a block away. Spiller successfully interpreted Gehry's schematic design to city and state zoning authorities and later helped supervise construction.

Gehry's earliest model roughed out two rectangular boxes of different heights—the lower rental house to the south, and Spiller's towerlike residence to the north—linked across one side of a courtyard. Besides forming a visual transition between existing bungalows to the east and a four-story apartment building to the west, this staggered setback combined maximum density and favorable exposures. As the design evolved, it became ever more sculptural in the interlocking of corrugated-metal-clad volumes and the penetration of light through structure. In plan, the completed pair of houses is virtually devoid of right angles, echoing the slanted parallelogram of the site and Gehry's abiding preoccupation with oblique Constructivist form. The interior is essentially an open loft, with circulation and specific functional compartments deployed at the edges of a vertical core. Skylights and windows animate this space with shifting patterns cast by the sun—an almost cinematic effect that marks a logical step beyond Gehry's previous experiments with direct and reflected light in his own Santa Monica house. The exposed-stud structure that constituted only one element in that busy collage has expanded here into an all-inclusive esthetic. Gehry has long admired the balloon-frame construction characteristic of the Los Angeles area, and believes it has an inherent beauty that too often disappears when it is covered up. In revealing the skeleton of the Venice house he produced a tectonic analogue to the ever changing light show within, a quality he describes as "the spontaneity of wood.... I wanted the whole house to look as if it was in process." Such spontaneity is, of course, hardly ingenuous. When Jane Spiller and the contractor began selecting lumber, Gehry recalls, "I was worried they'd make it more finished than I intended." D.B.
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When film-maker Jane Spiller acquired her property it was a vacant lot, having been cleared in the 1960s as part of an urban renewal scheme. Spiller was intent on exploiting the 30- by 90-foot site to the fullest, and initially hoped to erect two rental units in addition to her own residence. However, because her land is only a block from the beach, it falls within the purview of the California Coastal Commission, which imposed a twodwelling limit. Even though the commission granted a variance to exceed the mandated height limit, it required four on-site parking spaces, further complicating an already difficult program. Gehry slotted a garage into the northern end of the site, off a back alley, and cantilevered the upper stories to form partially sheltered lateral carports. Skylights helped to meet energy requirements, as did solar panels for hot water, mounted above the tenant house (above left, foreground). Exterior walls (six inches thick for thorough insulation) are clad in galvanized corrugated metal cut into special 17-inch lengths. In his explicit use of utilitarian materials and stick-building techniques, Gehry's architectural lineage can be traced back through Charles Eames to Maybeck, Greene & Greene, and other California forebears.
"I told Frank I wanted a lot of light," says Spiller, "and this translated into the whole house being a greenhouse." Gehry found her request congenial to his own interest in "stick building," since the balloon frame allows considerable flexibility in the placement of windows. The exposed structure of skylights and trusses casts bold striated shadows across the main living space (above opposite), suggesting the Venetian-blind-filtered illumination in vintage Hollywood movies. (The bedroom on the floor below is suffused with gentler light. The sunrise glows through a small eastern window to wash the opposite wall pink.) The dumbwaiter in the corner (above), which hauls up groceries from the garage, recalls a similar pulley device in a house where the owner summered as a child. All interior wood was coated with a mixture of wood preservative and linseed oil.
Architect and client took special pains to preserve serendipitous details of construction. "The drywall contractor had to learn that we were seeing his work as an aesthetic," says Spiller. "We told him, 'We want the corner beads exposed.'" She has carefully preserved the plumbing subcontractor's red-crayon scrawl on a duct in her bedroom.
Mere House
Flint Hill, Virginia
By BumpZoid

When people build a house for future retirement, they tend to think of something comfortable in the country. A farm, maybe, but not really rustic. Beautiful, actually, and rather impressive. But not too big. Though roomy, of course. And easy to take care of. Oh—and near the water.

Built on 200 acres near the Blue Ridge Mountains, Mere House adroitly satisfies those sometimes conflicting dreams, combining rural comfort and safely grazing sheep with the Greek Revival style associated with the region. Indeed, the young BumpZoid partnership sees nothing new in this union of style and ease. As the two architects describe their design, “The tradition of Classic meeting Farm that seems to run in a direct line from Vicenza to Virginia has not been ignored.”

The design’s Greek Revival aspect is the first thing to catch one’s eye: a little white temple at each end of the main floor, on grade at the front entrance, three stories up on the side facing the mere. These facades are not simply knock-offs of older forms, however. The 20th century manifests itself in the glazed pediment and, where one might expect a colonnade, a screened porch in front and a sliding glass floor opening to a balcony in back. In the meantime, on the second floor above the water, an unassertive balcony supported by consoles juts out to yield a private outdoor overlook for the master bedroom.

Because the site is steep as it descends to the man-made pond, the house nestles into the earth. Main living quarters occupy the top floor, with access at grade; the lower two floors contain bedrooms, a general household workroom for utilities, and a sauna. The main floor, like the exterior, unites the Classic and the Farm. The elongated room—11½ feet wide and 50 feet long—conveys both the consequence of a formal drawing room and the down-home comfort of a keeping room. Paired columns extend down each side of the space to define separate activity areas, eliminating the partitions that might interrupt the flow of space.

The house even has a grand staircase, a passage that sweeps from top to bottom of the building along one wall and that gives access as it passes to bedrooms on the first and second floors. A row of tall paneled windows expresses the stairway on the exterior (see overleaf), as well as offering light, views and added grandeur to the interior. The large windows, which face south, allow the tilted passage and the wall opposite to act as a heat sink during the winter months. (BumpZoid says it is only happy when its architecture does at least two things at one time.) G. A.
The exterior of More House (opposite) veils two styles: a pedimented temple (Classic) set as a medallion at the top of a weathered wood house (Farm). The main room (top above) stretches 20 feet and contains (from front to back) living room, dining room and kitchen, with a screened eating porch at the far end. On one side, paired columns frame windows on an outside wall. On the other side, identical columns frame open balconies and low walls allowing views into the stairway and through tall windows. A tiled grand stairway runs the height and length of the house (bottom above), giving access to bedrooms on the lower floors and providing heat storage for sunshine transmitted through south-facing windows.

More House
Flint Hill, Virginia
Owners:
Linda and William Dietel
Architects:
Bump/Zoid
1206 Broadway
New York, New York 10001
Ben Benedict & Carl Pucci,
partners-in-charge
Engineers:
Robert Silman (structural); E. O.
Gooch & Associates (soil)
Consultant:
One Design (energy)—Peter
Arsenault
General contractor:
Coburn & Clay Builders, Inc.—
Mike Cornické
Photographer:
© Langdon Clay
Combining late 20th-century forms and building techniques with those of another era always presents a design challenge—most exacting, perhaps, at the smaller scales of residential renovation. All that is left of the 19th century in this little town house is its Richardsonian Romanesque stone facade (below). Architect Joseph M. Valerio, partner-in-charge of the remodeling for Chrysalis, gutted the rest and inserted a vertical plane of mirrored glass, framed by a steel grid, through the second, third and fourth floors of the house. This slick, high-tech device separates the space in which guests are welcome—the second-floor living room, the third-floor dining room and the fourth-floor library—from the kitchen and bedroom areas to the rear. As the plans (left), the perspective (right), and photos (next pages) indicate, the stair that interconnects the floor levels parallels the glass wall on its private side, but interrupts the gregarious spaces opposite in a series of dramatic diagonal thrusts. This stair, as it passes back and forth through the glass wall, is a celebration of the act of moving through the house. On floors one and two it starts out calmly enough. In contrast, between floors three and four, it vaults across the living room 20 feet below. Each landing and floor level offers intricate perspectives in all directions, which become more expansive the higher one climbs. The communal and private spaces interconnect at each landing through glass doors designed within the module of the steel-and-glass skin.

Valerio’s success with the town house derives in part from this single inspired and deceptively simple idea—preserving one facade, inventing the other and weaving together the severed space with an ingeniously plotted stair. Doing it with such panache was probably intuitive, but Valerio also had conscious reasons: “The use of the glass wall and its relationship to the stone face of the town house touches upon a number of issues which interest me. The contrast emphasizes some of the differences between 19th- and 20th-century building. It also emphasizes the difference between a response in stone to the real problem of enclosure and the abstract idea represented by the glass grid. The stone fortresslike wall provides a secure separation between the private world of the house and the public world of the street. The thin, ephemeral glass plane defines degrees of privacy within. I think the glass wall in the house has the characteristics of an object in a museum—an infinite grid sliced from some skyscraper and preserved.” M. F. S.
At the third-floor level a bridge (opposite page) interconnects the kitchen (right) and dining room (below right). The glass wall is mirrored on one side, transparent on the other. Playing a passive solar role, it reflects light and heat from a skylight directly above.

Reinhard House
Chicago, Illinois

Owners:
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Reinhard

Architects:
Chrysalis Corp. Architects
205 West Highland
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
Joseph M. Valerio, partner-in-charge; Kent Hubbell, Henry Grabowski, Mark Ernst, project team; Mary Davis, interiors

Engineers:
Anthony Schnarsky Associates

General contractor:
Stanley Construction

Photographers:
Sadin-Karant
Ron Bailey-Chicago Tribune
The architectonic success of this little house, located upon a steeply sloping site in a dark pine and oak woods and comprised of roughly 1,800 square feet distributed through six levels, is the sum of skillful juxtapositions of opposing themes. Compact, the house seems to be filled with space; tucked into shadowed surroundings, its interiors are awash with daylight. The one-by-four-inch shiplapped pine exterior walls and red cedar shingle roofs are inconspicuously at peace with the woods, but the interiors (overleaf) are as sophisticated as an urban penthouse. Deliberately designed to be the opposite of rustic, rooms are surfaced with gypsum drywall painted white and furnished with fine pieces by Alvar Aalto. Finally, the house plans, simple at first glance, are actually as intricate as a Chinese puzzle.

Architects Crissman and Solomon have cleverly devised a vertical section that allows important spaces to seem to share a portion of the cubic volume of the living room and to be lit by high windows or skylights, which catch the daylight within the house's small clearing or above the surrounding tall trees. From the entrance vestibule, one enters the stair hall lit by a band of windows at the sixth level of the house. Near the entry are the kitchen and the dining area, the latter overlooking the volume and sharing the skylight of the living room one-half level below. Stretching the apparent size of the dining room is a deck cantilevered into the trees. Up half a level from the entry is a small study and up another is the master bedroom floor. Up once again is a small sleeping loft. The bedroom, like the dining room just below, overlooks the living room volume and shares the skylight. It has, in addition, a pair of high windows at the fifth level of the house and its own small balcony. Down one-half flight from the entry, the living room is just a little bigger than it needs to be to allow a built-in sofa, a coffee table and two chairs to comfortably surround the fireplace. The volume of the room, however, soars to the peak of the sloped skylit ceiling and the floor extends outward to include another deck, thereby making the space seem generous. Another half flight leads downward to a guest room, bath, and a utility area.

The house is constructed on a small earth-covered rock outcrop, one of the few places on the site where it could perch on a foundation rather than on posts. So far, the only effort to tame nature has been to construct a steep path to the beach made of stone and railroad ties. The owners wanted to get close to the rocks and trees. They couldn't be closer. M.F.S.
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Dattelbaum House
Kezar Lake, Center Lovell, Maine
Owners: Mr. And Mrs. Charles Dattelbaum
Architects: Crissman & Solomon Architects Inc.
44 Hunt Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172
Engineer: Charles Chaloff (structural)

Interiors: Lynda Lloyd Hack
General contractor: Donald W. Simmons
Photographer: Steve Rosenthal
Discipline, subtlety, restraint, and modesty are qualities all too rare among ambitious young architects, who all too frequently accept their first commission as an invitation to pull out more design stops than is prudent, with results more cacophonous than harmonious. Such is not the case with 33-year-old Andres Duany and 32-year-old Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, co-founders of the three-year-old Miami firm that bears their names: "We are committed to an architecture which, if not spectacular, promises to be of lasting value." And while the Hibiscus House does fall into that dubious first-commission category, and while Duany and Plater-Zyberk are comfortably "young" and duly ambitious, the speculative residence they began their portfolio with is, true to the promise, "not spectacular." Conversely, it is neat and serene and elegant. Though neat and serene and elegant do not generally constitute high architectural praise, they do if the architecture is an unwelcome late entry into a venerable (by Miami standards) neighborhood that already has all the housing stock it would like, thank you, and would have preferred the private tennis court on Hibiscus Street to remain a private tennis court. South Florida real estate, however...

Minus the "real" client and/or program that would have helped
shape the Hibiscus House, Duany and Plater-Zyberk looked to the immediate neighborhood for design inspiration. The local 1930s Spanish vernacular, with its faint tinge of Bauhaus, clearly caught their eye—and their design, quite intentionally, looks as if Addison Mizner had met Adolf Loos on Hibiscus Street. The stripped-down, flat-roofed, modified-hacienda style is not only appropriate to Coconut Grove, but to the "rich South American family" targeted for the house; the smooth stucco-over-concrete block, no less appropriate to the developer's $52-per-square-foot budget. Duany and Plater-Zyberk attacked the problem of how to squeeze a 4,020-square-foot house onto a small and awkward triangular site by breaking down the mass—dividing the house into three graduated volumes that "gesture to the site." However, this slipped geometry contains an axial, somewhat formal plan, with the entry raised a half level above grade (allowing a maid's room to be tucked underneath), and floor-level changes between first-floor living areas and bedroom offering clear separation of public and private spaces. The symmetry and enfilades of the plan reinforce the air of formality—more in keeping with Latin American tradition than the open plans typical of recent South Florida construction. C. K. G.
Because the Hibiscus House defers to its triangular site and very-near neighbors by stepping back away from the street in three distinct, slipped, and graduated volumes (photo facing page), the size of the house is not instantly revealed—a welcome device, considering the high ratio of 4,020-square-foot house to 7,100-square-foot site. An added benefit of the stepped part is the open-air roof deck above the living room—a most welcome amenity for occupants of the two adjacent bedrooms (plans page 102). A no less welcome amenity for occupants of the master bedroom is the hot tub—"de-California-ized," according to Duany—(photo top right) crowning the entry tower (photo left). A travertine frame surrounds the main entry below, adding a hint of luxe to an otherwise modest palette of materials. The obligatory pool is directly on axis with the loggia (photo above right), the latter shielded from the relentless Florida sun by means of a luxuriant drape of woven plastic. The living room (photo top) and dining room (photo above) offer 12-foot-high ceilings and more than generous views to South Florida's near-tropical flora and fauna.
Elliott House
Western Pennsylvania
By Jefferson B. Riley of Moore Grover Harper
At the Gruen house in Pennsylvania, hunters, horses and hounds assemble in season on mown crop land (preceding pages). A private outdoor street runs between the house and a fence bordering the field (below). The entrance court serves the main entry between overhanging balconies as well as French doors leading to the gallery.

A richness of associations, from childhood memories to architectural thoughts, shaped Elliott House. Built for a writer, a sculptor and their small daughter, the three buildings—house, writer’s cottage and artist’s studio—stretch across the crest of a hill in western Pennsylvania.

The immediate topographical context that determined form is the wood into which the buildings nestle and from which they take their slightly curved site plan. Of greater emotional importance was a split rail fence, which Mrs. Gruen, who grew up on this land, regularly headed for on walks as a child. Architect Jefferson Riley not only retained the rails but turned them into a major element at the exact center of the composition—the visual as well as symbolic heart of the house.

Riley, who has reflected at length on the visual and social nature of villages, has before now put external devices to internal use, bringing villagelike qualities indoors with operable windows and balconies to allow casual glimpses of courtyard/living rooms and of townspeople/family. Here, because of the separation of units, he could create a “street,” outdoors but within the long arcaded front fence; a stone path connects house and studios, crossing courtyards and ducking beneath latticed arches. The path, bending with the site, is sometimes narrow, sometimes wide, and the ambler must proceed in a more or less crooked line that offers many little scenes to admire.

At the main entrance, visitors come rather formally into a central hall through a greenhouse. But Riley points out that the entrance is not on axis with the paired arches in the fence; rather, the arches shift slightly to the left of anyone exiting and so draw attention to the trellis and to the split rail fence on the right as the eye redresses the imbalance.

In addition to expected domestic facilities, the house provides for the owners’ individual artistic interests. Mrs. Gruen, apart from her studio, has a long tiled gallery at the front of the house to display her own and collected works of art. And Mr. Gruen, apart from his writing cottage, has a quiet library at one corner to shelve his book collection.

The horses and hounds shown on the preceding pages are less surprising at this house than in this magazine. The stubbled field that abuts the front fence can serve as an assembly point for the local hunt, and though neither of the Gruens rides, they have a first-rate view of riders from a deck overlooking the hunt trail at the back of the house. G. A.
The towers and turrets that set the house apart each have their own shape and content. The tallest, a flat-topped Italianate structure, houses the master bedroom suite at its top (directly below), while an apsidal roof next to it covers the library (top right). At another corner, an angular tower encloses a back porch and a hexagonal bedroom (bottom right). And in yet another variation, a cupola caps the hipped roof on the writer’s cottage (top left). The outdoor street, seen here as it passes an open courtyard between the writer’s cottage and the kitchen (bottom left), was paved by the owner-sculptor with flat stones. Arches, trellises and the split rail fence open views of distant hills.
To invest the major stairway with a degree of grandeur, the architect funneled its volume through converging walls to force the perspective and add apparent length as it approaches the landing (above left). Ledges graduating upward along the dark green stair walls support Mrs. Gruen's collection of Himalayan pottery, as shelves in the library support Mr. Gruen's book collection (above right). Bluish-gray tiles surround the fireplace below a wood chimney breast whose arabesqued edges suggest the profile of a fanciful column.
The living room extends from the central hall, looking through a glass wall to the greenhouse. The balcony overhanging the living room opens to a sitting room in the master bedroom suite. The thick gray wall that runs the length of the house (see plan) is built of concrete block to retain heat received from the south-facing solarium. The wall, plastered with gray cement, was ornamented with shadowy etching by the owner and the architect.

Mrs. Gruen, who uses the name Anne Elliott professionally, also sculptured the colored rice paper hanging on the living room wall.
You'd want a very special kind of house if you lived in a clearing in a tropical forest, where the temperature is between 70 and 80 degrees almost all the time, where the northeast trades blow in from the beach just 200 feet away, and where there are views of mountains as well as the sea. And a very special house is just what William and Sonja Davidow got—at the hands of architect William Turnbull—for their beautiful site on the north coast of Kauai. The living spaces are sheltered under an enormous corrugated-fiberglass umbrella, cruciform in shape, which sheds the frequent and sometimes fierce rains, and filters the sunlight through what is at this scale an almost lacy framework of 2x6 rafters and 2x2 purlins. On the north-south axis is a lanai (see photos)—nearly 50 feet long, open at both gable ends and thus swept by the breeze, and the core of the informal, open-to-nature living style desired by the owners. Off this grand space open all the other living spaces of the house (see plan and photos, next pages). The master bedroom, its bath, and the kitchen are in the east wing; opposite are a guest bedroom and bath, and the living room. Each of these rooms opens—via sliding glass doors and wooden sliding "barn doors"—to a private section of the porch which nearly surrounds the house. Sliding wood lattice panels form an outer skin at the periphery of the porch roof. Thus, every room can individually be opened wide to the breeze and the views; or the lattice panels can be shut to filter the sun, diminish the breeze, or create privacy; and/or the sliding glass walls of the rooms themselves can be shut against storms.

Above this "inner house" is a very special place for the teenage children and overflow visitors. There are two sleeping lofts above the east and west wings of the house, just under the roof framing and the fiberglass umbrella. These greenhouselike spaces are filled with plants, ventilated by jalousie windows at the gable ends. Each loft is reached by a separate stair from the central lanai (again, see photo left), and at the top of both stairs is a planter and balcony overlook. A third stair leads down from the lanai to the space under the house where cars are parked out of sight and out of mind.

The house is raised above the forest floor on wooden poles—not just to encourage the breeze and create a tree-house feeling in all of the spaces, but because this section of the island is subject to tsunami, or tidal-wave action. The house survived without damage the devastating hurricane of last fall.

Ah, to be in Hawaii now that Spring is here. W.W.
Below, the beach side of the house is shown with the porch lattice shut. The entrance stair to the house can be seen at the right of the photo. A drawbridge from this stair to the house porch can be raised when the owners are away—probably more a romantic notion than a functional one, though it does discourage passersby from walking through the open lanai. The interior photos opposite show one of the sleeping lofts and a good roof detail; the living room; and the kitchen. Both of the “inner house” photos suggest the ways the various rooms can be open or closed to the views and breeze. The lanai is 895 square feet; the enclosed rooms total 1,000 square feet; the lofts total another 1,000. The porches add another seven feet around the perimeter. The house is finished in cedar.
Davidow house
Kauai, Hawaii

Owners:
Sonja and William Davidow

Architects:
MLTW/Turnbull Associates
Pier 1 1/2, The Embarcadero,
San Francisco, California 94111
William Turnbull, Jr., designer;
Robert Simpson, project designer;
Heather Trossman, job captain

Structural engineer:
Peter Culley and Associates

General contractor:
Consolidated Corporation

Photographer:
© David Franzen
At the Villa Barr, the architect and the owner, a sculptor, found their respective mathematical esthetic theories working hand in hand. David Barr, whose sculpture falls within a movement identified as constructivist-structuralist, has taken much of his inspiration from a numerical progression fixed by Leonardo Fibonacci in the Middle Ages (the series runs 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13...). Laurence Booth, as might be expected of an architect, prefers the equally stringent, if less open-ended, 2-to-3 ratio of Palladio. The shared fascination with art and numbers was particularly lucky in this case since Booth had to design the house so that Barr could build it himself, acting as “general contractor and laborer, all trades.”

Given the site, four acres in the rural Midwest, the architect aimed for a seemly, modest farmhouse. The owner, true to his profession and a newly discovered love of gardening, has shaped and enhanced the land with sculpture and plants. But the purpose here is not agricultural, and Booth remembered the American tradition of the gentleman farmer—notably Jefferson at Monticello, with a whiff of Washington at Mount Vernon.

Booth’s plan expresses the building’s dual nature exactly: half the space to house, half the space to studio. This duality shows again in the roofline: partly a peaked ridge emblemizing house, partly a flat roof emblemizing workplace. And the symbolism is carried still further in the clerestory built diagonally athwart the house: it has only half a gable beneath the portico (see overleaf).

The geometric complexity imposed on the Palladian rationale becomes most evident on the interior. Though the dimensions of the 36- by 54-foot house derive from the strict 12- by 18-foot structural grid, the floor and, especially, the ceiling are fractured by the diagonal clerestory (see page 119). Because the grid is not square—only the windows are—the diagonal is not the familiar 45 degrees. Rather, two disparate diagonals cross the house, one drawn from corner to corner of the studio for the edge of a workroom balcony overlooking it, the other drawn across the living area by the width of clerestory.

The studio, which requires access at grade for shipping Barr’s sometimes extremely large metal sculptures, shares the lower floor with bedrooms for the owner and his wife and for visiting children. The upstairs can thus be turned over to living quarters, the aforementioned geometric complexity, and the pastoral views. The house cost an estimated $19 per square foot, plus the equivalent of the owner’s labor. G. A.
The structure of Villa Barr, steel pipe columns and timber beams, reveals itself in the porticos that angle away from the front and back of the house (below) and in the tie beams across the living room beneath the clerestory (opposite). Since these photographs were taken, pipe railings have been added at the edge of the outdoor balconies.

Villa Barr
Northville, Michigan
Owner:
David Barr
Architects:
Booth/Hansen & Associates
555 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Laurence Booth, assisted by Steve Rugo
Contractor:
Owner
Photographer:
© Henry M. Bowles, Jr.
Samuel Tenenbaum calls the Saluda River "my Walden Pond," while acknowledging with a laugh that he is hardly a recluse, and that his home on the river bank is no humble cabin. Though the young South Carolinian's wooded property lies at the end of a country lane, it is barely a 15-minute drive from Columbia, the state capital, where he owns a steel warehouse and is active in politics and the arts. Until recently, Tenenbaum lived in a one-bedroom apartment, but found he needed more space for entertaining, and a change of scene after hectic days downtown. He asked architects Stephen Tilly and Alan Buchsbaum to design an energy-efficient house that would combine the convenience of a bachelor flat with the amenities of a suburban villa. And if the result should proclaim its individuality (and its owner's) among the white columns and pediments of more conventional neighbors, so much the better.

Since they were building in a flood plain, Buchsbaum and Tilly began with the classic parti of a box raised up on stilts (the ground level became a carport entre les pilotis); and given their client's stock in trade, it seemed appropriate to frame the house in steel—albeit tempered with the rustic texture of cypress siding on the north-facing river facade and flanking end-walls. Altogether different is the bold spectacle of red-painted concrete set behind shimmering glass that confronts the visitor who approaches the southern entry facade (preceding page). The luminous carmine screen is, quite prosaically, a walk-through, easy-to-clean solar collector, paralleled by a curtain wall assembled from storefront sections and sliding patio doors. But the sheer visual impact of this hybrid Trombe wall bespeaks Tilly and Buchsbaum's determination to infuse solar technology with architectural character. While sacrificing a few percentage points of strict efficiency through departures from standard Trombe-wall specifications—such as painting the thermal mass red instead of black, and penetrating it with large windows and a door—the architects gained visual warmth, south views, and natural light for lofty interiors. The insertion of stairs and catwalks into the four-foot space between the masonry and its glazed envelope transforms the normally inaccessible Trombe-wall void into a dramatic winter garden (trees to the south filter the summer sun). As he heads downstairs through this gallery in the morning, the owner looks out for a tame fawn who sometimes comes to nibble Cheerios. "Imagine me," Tenenbaum says, "a city boy making friends with a deer." D.B.
As befits a single man accustomed to 16-hour workdays, Tenenbaum’s master bedroom is laid out like a first-class hotel suite (see second-floor plan, opposite). Otherwise, except for a small guest bedroom, the interior is modeled on an urban loft, to accommodate generous hospitality, with elegantly domesticated industrial components that attest to lessons learned from the California Case Study Houses of the 1940s and ’50s. (Tenenbaum may have second thoughts about the catwalks and flying beams should he ever need to convert the guest room into a nursery.) The openness of the living areas maximizes thermal efficiency, permitting solar heat to be radiated and convected directly from the south-facing red wall during the cold months. Besides supplying nearly 70 per cent of the annual heating load, the south wall acts as a year-round “thermal flywheel,” moderating any extreme variations in temperature. In warm weather, fans, operable interior windows, and sliding doors help to circulate breezes.

Samuel Tenenbaum House
Lexington, South Carolina
Owner: Samuel Tenenbaum
Architects: Stephen Tilly & Alan Buchbaum
12 Greene Street
New York, New York 10013
Associated architect: Richard Lamar
Engineers: Ronald Mayrbaul (structural); Seymour Berkowitz (mechanical)
Consultants: Robert Friedman (lighting); Elizabeth Martin (landscape)
General contractor: Jim Pitts, Columbia Builders and Remodelers
Photographer: Oberto Gili
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"There is a narrow line between Spartan and mean," avers architect Peter Forbes, for whom this frugal summer house is emphatically the former. Because of the client's very limited budget, the house is being completed slowly.

About $50,000 has been spent so far to enclose 2,700 square feet on two floors and provide a kitchen, a single bathroom and a few partitions. Another $5,000 went for the V-shaped, projecting industrial-sash window, a critical focal point of the design, which extends from the main-floor level to the rafters on the west facade. But the skylight has yet to go in and window openings on the south wall, framed for stock sizes to be purchased and installed at a later date, are presently covered by the house's Texture 1-11 plywood skin. The centerpiece of the living room, a cast-iron stove, is still to come.

But Forbes, his clients and contractor are completing each stage of construction with a high degree of craftsmanship and care. Says Forbes: "The trick is to do what you can afford by easy stages, as well as it can be done, instead of doing everything fast, cheap and not so well." The carpenter, for example, accepted the fact that the rough stud framing was going to be "expressed" on the interior (overleaf), at least until the client wished to add insulation and sheathing. So he framed the building more precisely than he might have otherwise.

Today, life among expressed studs, 16 inches on center, can be a deliberate, modish choice. The style is sometimes called arte povera and it transforms humble inexpensive materials in ways which make us change our habitual response to them and enjoy their intrinsic qualities. Forbes has raised from the commonplace materials and a form of exposed construction locally considered appropriate for a Maine boat shed. He didn't, however, perform this architectonic legerdemain by any of the in-vogue methods that interest some architects: dignifying a low-status material by using it in a high-status way; defamiliarizing it by means of an unusual or unorthodox application; or changing its character by changing its scale.

Instead, Forbes took a more traditional approach and summoned an aesthetic from mundane products and building methods by paying attention to the proportions and details. And he rigorously excluded nonessentials: "In my work I am trying to reduce the number of things that get introduced into a building, and then I put back what has particular meaning to me or to my client and the work becomes very strong." M.F.S.
The couple uses the main floor and will rent the second when the partitions and facilities shown in the plan are installed. Constructed on all of the existing foundations of a proposed dwelling that never got framed, the orientation and the basic shape of the new house was foreordained, but its splendid command of the surroundings is the work of Forbes. His major artifice was to emphasize the house's axial relationship to the coast by creating the prow-like window. This suits the owner, a former naval officer who likes to think of his new summer home as the bridge of a ship. Forbes made the house almost invisible within the dark pine woods and the bordering black volcanic basalt rocks of the cove by staining it dark gray. The steep, black, asphalt shingle roof sheds water and snow quickly. Forbes wanted the house to appear to be wrapped in a thin, tight, dark skin so there are no corner boards and the roof has the tiniest of overhangs.

Wharton House
Seal Cove, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Owners:
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Wharton
Architects:
Peter Forbes and Associates Inc.
124 Myrtle Street
Boston, Massachusetts, 02114
Peter Forbes, partner-in-charge;
Patrick C. Hickox and David Tobias, design team
Engineer:
Louis Conklin (structural)
General contractor:
Victor W. Mercer
Photographer:
Paul Ferrino
The couple who live here, a painter and his wife, have dubbed the ancient fir beside their house "the eagle tree," after the bird they often sighted in its branches. Trees, rocks, open water, and mountains are the only landmarks in this island domain in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and the pavilion that now stands among them honors their primacy. When architects Morgan and Lindstrom first saw the site, they were tempted to build square upon a great stone outcropping at the forest's edge. Wisely, they chose instead to place the house where it would barely touch the rock—at once an act of reverence and a quiet affirmation of their own art.

Raised off the ground on concrete piers like a symbolic bridge between woods and meadow, the cedar-clad structure orients living areas to the south for waterfront views and solar gain, while exposing the studio at the opposite end to the painter's ideal north light. A central light well rising the full height of the house brings the sun deep inside, where its energy is absorbed by two concrete-block walls (see section). Fans force warm air through cavities in this thermal mass to a basement rock bin, from which heat is distributed as needed.

The exquisite logic of plan and section is not immediately apparent to the visitor who arrives from the forest. Indeed, this aspect of the house is tantalizingly enigmatic. Entering through a sunken portico beneath the gallery, one's view beyond the building is obstructed by dense vegetation and rocks. Inside the vestibule, one is drawn upward by the brilliant shaft of the skylighted stairwell, and only as one emerges into the living room is the panorama of water, mountains, and sky revealed through the southern windows. Further ascent leads to the bedroom—a private aerie hung from steel trusses—and the glazed penthouse that is a solarium by day and an observatory by night.

Contrasts of light and darkness are the substance of the painter-client's work, and his esthetic directly shaped Morgan and Lindstrom's design. The influence reaches beyond a general taste for subtly graduated luminosity, flawless surfaces, and a palette of white, gray, and black. Studio floor areas, for example, mark the exact distance required to view a canvas of a certain size, and ceiling heights accommodate the precise angle of illumination that ensures a balanced spectrum of reflectance. Such dimensions in turn define a proportional system that unifies the entire house; and in the perfection of this intrinsic order, the building is an island within an island. D.B.
The double layer of insulated curtain walls on the south facade (above right and opposite) forms a greenhouse for direct solar gain and small-scale horticulture (the opaque spandrel across the top is dark tan coated glass, expressing the presence of the truss behind it). Framed by the grid of aluminum mullions, and a foreground of gnarled trees and lichen-crusted rock, the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the distant Olympic Mountains assume the ethereal beauty of a Sung Dynasty scroll. Just as the house is a discrete presence in the landscape, isolated by its geometry and physical elevation, particular rooms exist as distinct objects within the building's lofty interior volume. Suspended from the 12-foot span of a metal-and-wood truss-joist roof structure, and accessible only from a narrow bridge, the bedroom seems to hover within the main living space (above right). The adjacent sewing room has views out to the coast and into the central light well (upper left). Black antique stoves collected by the owners take on the authority of totemic sculpture against the pale background of white-painted Douglas fir wall paneling and Swedish-finished maple floors.

Subtle reversals of figure and ground recur in the owner-artist's paintings, seen in the living room (above) and in the studio (overleaf), where the tools of his trade compose an everyday still life. Canvases ready for shipment to the mainland are loaded onto trucks from a platform on the west side of the house.
Town-house renovation
Boston, Massachusetts
By Graham Gund Associates

As full of charm and surprise as the famed half-timbered house in Wales of the “Ladies of Llangollen” (a 19th-century fantasy made of an incredible collection of ancient architectural tidbits), this addition and renovation of a former stable provides a lively new focal point for an old street cluttered with the back-end additions of large town houses.

The original brick-enclosed lower floor had previously been converted by the owners into a two-room studio with garage and court, and fitted with needed plumbing, heating, air conditioning and the like. The rather pedestrian but solid enclosure was little altered. This placid base has now been sparked by topping it with a sprightly, symmetrical pavilion with many discrete allusions to the walled gardens and houses of the Colonial, Federal, Neoclassic and Victorian periods which surround it in a sort of congenially chaotic, eclectic harmony.

The “allusions” are many: a tall, mansarded, shingle roof; cornices and gables; a tall chimney flue; boldly projected and mullioned windows, with protective grilles on the lower level; an oculus or two; a little balcony with French windows; and a stuccoed exterior clad with a stained wood trellis (half-timbering?) to “transform the brick enclosure into a garden wall.” The whole design, however, is carried off with a simplified clarity that smacks less of historicism than—could one say—a “revivified Victorian” approach to post-modernism.

Within the small, compact house (there are only 1,500 square feet of enclosed living space) are the major surprises. An entirely unexpected sense of spaciousness has been developed by the architects by some repartitioning of the first floor to create very private, but interconnecting, bedrooms, studio, and an entry big enough to be usable; and by using a lot of “open-planning” devices to visually expand the new second level—a two-story open stairwell, partial partitions, roof-hugging ceilings, a canopylike loft study, lots of windows and light, and “indoor-outdoor” connections to roof deck, little balcony and ground-floor courtyard. Each use area is clearly defined and partially screened, but the visual space flows continuously throughout the house. Use of the grille-gated garage as a covered “carriage entrance” to the house also contributes an extra, quite special, spatial filip to the little compound. H.L.S.
In contrast to its small dimensions and modest cost, a lot of care and thought went into the planning and detailing of this perky town house, as can be seen in the drawings shown here. A faceted, sculptural quality has been developed by the architects to add eye-catching interest to the house. Apart from the byplay of the basic shapes, materials and textures of the exterior, a three-dimensional—ever changing—shadow emphasis has been created by the projections of the window surrounds, the cornices, and the second-floor trellis. The materials used are those common to the neighborhood: old brick, cream stucco, dark-stained wood, light-gray mineral-fiber shingles, copper flashing, and simple black-painted iron grillwork. For all of its elements of "recall," the end result is one of freshness.
Town-house renovation
Boston, Massachusetts
Architects:
Graham Gund Associates, Inc.
12 Arrow Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Graham Gund and David Perry, principals; Len Bertaux and Eric Hollenberg, project team
Engineers:
LeMessurier Associates (structural)
Contractors:
Frost Construction Co.
Furnishings:
Crate and Barrel
Photographer:
© Steve Rosenthal
An exceptionally fine example of what a sensitive remodeling can add to an existing neighborhood, this little four-square pavilion not only reinforces the street corner with a decorative, free-standing object, but does much to uplift the surrounding panorama of backyards as the photo at left so clearly shows. On the inside, an informal, very contemporary decorative quality has been developed by sprightly shapes and faceted surfaces (photos below). These, together with a number of custom-designed built-ins minimize the need for furnishings and furbelows. Walls and ceilings are white-painted wallboard, and floors are oak or quarry tile (in kitchen and entry). Oak is also used for doors, stair rails, framing for the bay-like windows, and the ladder to the loft-study.
Wandich House
Peterborough, Ontario
By Jim Strasman, Architects
Plans and sections below show two separate living areas, set on a deck that extends the width of the peninsula, reached by stairways from semi-underground bedroom structures. The guest house stairway on the east continues down to the boathouse. The deck is 170 feet long and 23 feet wide, with a 50-foot cantilever to the west and a span of 72 feet between the two supports. Twelve-foot-deep trusses made it “an easy structural problem,” says architect Strasman. The bedroom roofs, covered in stone blasted from the site, serve as a visual link between deck and ground. Notice the small rectangular projections to the south; the tops of these have been turned into water lily pools that attract birds to the living area. The bridge offers a covered entry; parking is on another part of the site.

A 170-foot sweep of steel and glass spans a remote granite peninsula and ends in a stunning 50-foot cantilever that projects the living room of the Wandich house out over the lake (photo preceding pages). Exciting...luxurious...and yet, appropriate.

For the house, a year-round retreat for a Toronto developer and his family, was designed with one idea foremost: to intrude on the terrain as little as possible. No small feat, when the program called for a main house suitable for two adults, two children and a guest, a guest house, and a boathouse. “It was such a gorgeous little peninsula that it would have been ludicrous to scatter buildings all over the site,” says architect Jim Strasman. “My main problem was to avoid building a camp.”

Strasman’s solution is partly Miesian—he sited two glass boxes, each with living room, dining room and kitchen, on a bridge, which is really a giant sundeck overlooking the lake and green hillside farms to the south, open water, islands and sunsets to the west, a tranquil water lily pond to the east, and thick woods to the north (plan top left and photos page 142). And it is partly, well...primeval—he placed the bedrooms in concrete cave-like structures covered with granite stones and plantings (plan bottom left; exterior photo foreground facing page; interior photo page 143). Thus the living areas, poised 24 feet in the air, not only command panoramic views, but they appear almost linear, blending with the sky, while the bedrooms merge with the peninsula. It’s hard to believe that over 7000 square feet of space (including boathouse) were built here.

Paradoxically, the industrial steel (painted a flat charcoal brown) and glass (set in dark, anodized aluminum frames) intrude less on the landscape than traditional white clapboard would have. At the same time, these hard-edged materials generate excitement juxtaposed against the rough-sawn cedar of the ceiling, the pressure-treated cedar of the deck, and the stonework and plantings of the bedroom areas, which visually link the deck to the ground. Ironically, Strasman had turned to steel reluctantly, because a wood truss had proved too expensive: “Then I began to get excited by it.”

For all of the grandeur of the house and its vistas, it is also a place where one might feel comfortable alone. Sitting in the living room watching the boats on the lake, or, in winter, listening to music by the fire while snow swirls all around, one feels “protected, on top of everything, in control,” says Strasman. And that, after all, is what a house is all about. N.G.G.
Wandich House
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada
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Shown above: the living and dining areas of the main house. The open plan offered a way to avoid a typical summer house problem, says Strasman: “The wife is generally unenthusiastic about going there because she spends most of her time in the kitchen cut off from the view and activity.” The cave-like bedrooms, with their slot windows, each framing one small, perfect view, offer a respite from the visual excitement of the day (photo opposite). Because of their mass, the bedroom areas also act as heat sinks, with the stairwells providing natural convection. Wide overhangs protect the living areas from summer sun and allow winter sun to penetrate, while screen doors at both ends provide cross ventilation. Budget for the house was $100 a square foot.
A new direction in passive solar heating storage

With the introduction of Enerphase brand thermal energy storage panels, Dow Chemical has put its research development capability—and also its distribution network—to work in an area that has long been the province mainly of smaller, local, "alternative energy" companies.

The panels, which are filled with a phase change compound with a melting point of 81 deg, offer a number of advantages over conventional rock, masonry or water solar storage:

- They offer design flexibility. Panels are only 2 in. thick, and thus can be used anywhere (assuming proper orientation to the sun) in the walls or the roof of a conventional frame house. When used on the exterior they must be covered with double glazing.
- They are easy to install. Panels measure 14 by 22 in. so that they can be placed between the studs whether the house is framed 16 in. on center or 24 in. on center.
- They are lighter than most materials with comparable heat-storage capabilities, weighing only 25 lb.
- They are efficient; the manufacturer claims that 1 gal. of TESC-81, the phase change compound, can store as much energy as 7 gal. of water or 51 bricks.

Dow claims that 60 Enerphase panels used in a 1,500-sq-ft house could store enough energy to supply up to 50 per cent of the daily heating requirement, depending, of course, on climate, the amount of direct sunlight, energy-efficient construction, occupants' lifestyle, etc. Panels are designed to discharge heat over approximately a 12-hour heating cycle with a 65 deg indoor temperature. They will have 2,000 Btu's of effective storage capacity when used in a typical sunspace for passive solar applications.

Enerphase panels will be available in July. Dow Chemical U.S.A., Midland, Mich.

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card, pages 183-184
MORE CREATIVITY...

FASTER!

Get into the 21st Century...NOW! Get the most advanced interactive design/drafting system yet created! Give your clients the fast output and crisp perfection of the CADAM® system...and get these powerful system features:

- Maximizes your design talent — captures your visualizations faster.
- Networking capability facilitates communication between architects, consultants and field offices worldwide.
- Superior data management system gives virtually unlimited drawing storage — instant retrieval, transmission or hardcopy productions.
- Changes made easily — add to or borrow at will from any new or existing drawing. Eliminates costly redrawing.
- Typical details are drawn once, stored and used infinitely as needed.
- Complete bill of materials automatically generated for pricing or bid packages.
- Perfect dimensioning provided for any scale.
- Infinite control over size, placement or content of notes, numbers.
- Isolate drawings for detail development and reduce, enlarge, rotate, or move at will.
- Built-in functions provide pushbutton structural, geometric analysis.
- System security feature permits limited or "read only" access.

Let us show you how you can free your creative talents from the drawing board.

CADAM INC
1935 N. Buena Vista Street,
Burbank, CA 91504.
(213) 841-9470

See the CADAM system at IBM Booth No. 116, A/E Systems '83
Circle 54 on inquiry card
Windows and doors
Primed and clad casement, awning, double-hung and slider windows and patio doors are shown in a color catalog of products for residential and light construction. Section details illustrate installations and charts show dimensions. Caradco Corp., Rantoul, Ill.
Circle 406 on reader service card

Sinks
A 12-page color brochure features 7 models of kitchen sinks and lavatories. Alape sinks, made in West Germany, are of seamless, high-grade steel finished with vitreous enamel inside and out. Photographs show accessories and diagrams give dimensions. Santile International Corp., Houston, Texas.
Circle 401 on reader service card

Wood-burning stove
The Swedish Combi-Therm home heating system is described in a 6-page color foldout brochure. Diagrams show dimensions and illustrate how natural convection circulates warm air through a house. The stove can be installed within 4 in. of walls. Classic Stove Works, New Britain, Conn.
Circle 402 on reader service card

Masonry fastening system
A 4-page color brochure describes the Tapcon system, designed specifically to cut threads in masonry materials. Installation tools are shown as well as the 2 available fasterener head styles—slotted hex washer and Phillips flat head. Elco Industries, Inc., Rockford, Ill.
Circle 403 on reader service card

Residential heat exchanger
A residential air-to-air heat exchanger for the control of air pollution and humidity is described in a 4-page brochure. An air-flow diagram, dimensions, specifications and installation considerations are included. Des Champs Laboratories, East Hanover, N.J.
Circle 404 on reader service card

Cabinets
A color leaflet shows construction and assembly details of a line of ready-to-assemble kitchen cabinets and illustrates 4 door styles and various accessories. Connor Forest Industries, Wausau, Wis.
Circle 405 on reader service card

Architectural Calculations
at the Touch of a Button

Three or more at $64.95 each
One for $79.95

Architects, engineers and contractors prefer the SCAT F1-21 Direct Entry Feet & Inch Calculator
- enters & calculates dimensions directly
- adds, subtracts, multiplies & divides in feet, inches & fractions
- computes area, volume, dimensions quickly & easily
- converts standard to metric or feet & inch

Charlie Cret
31 Olympia Avenue
Woburn, Massachusetts 01888
(617) 935-6000

For more information, see Sweet's Section 11.27a/Iro, or
Contact the Contract Sales Division of
IRON-A-WAY, INC.
220 West Jackson • Morton, IL 61550 • (309) 266-7232

Circle 55 on inquiry card
Circle 56 on inquiry card
**Appliances**
Builtin and portable dishwashers and food waste disposers are shown in a 12-page color brochure. Diagrams detail dishwasher design features, such as protection of the motor against pump seal failure and double sound insulation. Specifications are included. Jenn-Air Corp., Indianapolis, Ind. Circle 407 on reader service card

**Flexible pipe connectors**
A new product catalog covers a line of more than 5,000 flexible plumbing pipe connectors and adapters. Suggested applications, installation instructions and technical data are included. Perneo, Inc., Davison, Mich. Circle 406 on reader service card

**Wallcoverings**
A catalog features 136 designs in fabric-backed vinyl wallcoverings and companion fabrics, which are of screen-printed cotton/polyester in 48-in. widths. Photographs show typical kitchen and bath installations. Benchmark Wallcoverings, Burlington, Mass. Circle 408 on reader service card

**Sun screen hardware**
An 8-page brochure describes a device that extends and retracts any fabric, over any surface, at any angle, with constant, uniform tension. Possible applications include passive solar shielding, greenhouse insulation and loading dock closures. John Boyle & Co., Elmsford, N.Y. Circle 409 on reader service card

**Insulation and finish**
A 4-page color brochure covers Outisolation, an exterior wall insulation and finish system for new and retrofit residential construction. Included are descriptions of the components of the system and photographs of typical installations. Dryvit System, Inc., West Warwick, R.I. Circle 410 on reader service card

**Shingles and shakes**
A 20-page step-by-step illustrated booklet on sidewall application of red cedar shingles or shakes includes information on tools, grades and lengths, weathering, applications and finishes. Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau, Bellevue, Wash. Circle 411 on reader service card More literature on page 157

---

**At last, efficient stoves beautiful enough for your clients’ homes**

Offer your clients Europe’s beautiful, efficient alternatives to an ordinary woodstove or conventional energy-wasting fireplace.

Over 6 centuries ago, Europe’s master craftsmen began to make use of the extraordinary ability of ceramic tile to capture, store, and release heat from a brick oven. Today, the WESO Ceramic Wood or Coal Stove combines their classic and still unsurpassed design with advanced combustion technology, to give you everything you could ask for in a superb heat producer. Efficiency—Perhaps the most efficient stoves you can buy, with a double cast-iron firebox, reheat ed air flow, and secondary combustion on all models. Some owners heat their entire house with their WESO stove.

Safety—A WESO rivals or exceeds almost any stove in size in heat output. Yet since 0% of its heat circulates from the top, the flames themselves never get blistering hot as with scorching metal stoves. You can actually snuggle against a WESO, while it sends wonderful warmth throughout your room. You can safely place furniture much closer to these tile stoves, too.

Beauty—With its visible fire and lustrous hand-glazed color tile exterior, a WESO will grace the most tastefully decorated home, where a stark metal stove would seem rudely out of place. And a WESO’s slim profile takes up less precious room or hearth space.

Versatility—Perfect for both residential and commercial applications. Can be installed in existing homes or custom-designed into new construction. Tile sections are easily removed for portability.

What’s the secret of WESO warmth?
Every WESO has an airtight cast-iron fire chamber and an outer shell of thick, heat-storing tiles, with an air space in between. Since the fire chamber produces heat faster than the tiles can absorb it, heated air builds up in the air space, then moves up and out the stove’s top. Cool air is drawn in below to replace it. Thus a natural convection cycle begins—without a noisy electric blower. This circulating air creates a comfort level no ordinary stove can match. You enjoy wonderful even warmth throughout your room, without the cold spots, and the “roasted-in-front, frigid-in-back” feeling you get from typical radiant stoves. Yet the WESO gives you radiant heat, too.

Our Magnificent Model 325 with oak bench

WESO’s have met rigid U.S. safety standards

**For Free Literature Package—mail this coupon, or CALL TOLL FREE 800-343-0991, ext. 666**
Please rush me your literature showing the WESO in all 3 Models and colors, plus complete details.

Name__________

Address__________

State___________Zip__________

CERAMIC RADIANT HEAT
6636 Pleasant Drive, Lochmere, N.H. 03252

603/524-9663

Circle 57 on inquiry card
THE EARTHEN FLOOR.

Put nature on your floor with Carolina Colony Quarry Pavers. Warmth and color made from the good earth of North Carolina.

Circle 58 on inquiry card
Blinds
Luxalon Sun Louver systems consist of aluminum alloy panel carriers and panel louvers. Panels are available in a variety of colors with the side facing the window always white to increase natural illumination. The company has developed a sun path diagram, which enables architects to calculate the projection of louver panels and the sunscreen effect the system will have. Hunter Douglas, Inc., Maywood, N.J. Circle 301 on reader service card

Outdoor fluorescents
Designed to be the same size as Luminaire Lighting Company's outdoor incandescent lighting fixtures, U-lamps consume only 13W. Because more lamp surface is employed in illuminating the fixture, U-lamp fixtures are said to cast better light than standard straight fluorescent lamps. They produce about the same light as a 40-W incandescent and may be used in hallways and entrances as well as in all outdoor applications. Voltarc Tubes, Inc., Fairfield, Conn. Circle 302 on reader service card

Energy performance design
The Energy Performance Design System is composed of a computer software program and a manual that allow a designer to predict the energy performance of any house design in different geographic locations throughout the country. The program assesses thermal performance data based on design elements such as size, shape, insulation levels, windows, air infiltration, thermostat settings, occupancy and hvac. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio. Circle 303 on reader service card

Carpet
Checkpoint, part of the Kalahari II collection, is a Wilton in a cut-and-loop-patterned broadloom, woven from 100 per cent wool. Available in a 12-ft width, the carpet is offered in 3 tone-on-tone Berber shades and is suitable for commercial traffic. Couristan, New York City. Circle 304 on reader service card

Simulated camera
The model 1500 dummy surveillance camera plugs into a standard 120-V outlet and has both a strobe light and buzzer to flash and sound at regular intervals. The simulated camera may be used by itself or to supplement actual cameras in banks, stores and warehouses. RED Security, Inc., Portland, Ore. Circle 305 on reader service card

Faucet
A 2-handle washerless kitchen faucet from the Valleycrest collection features oak handles. All faucets in the collection are solid brass and come in polished or antiqued brass finishes for the bath and in chrome finish for the kitchen. U.S. Brass, Plano, Texas. Circle 306 on reader service card

Patio Door
Multiple Choice.

- New innovative design! All the warmth, beauty and insulating quality of fine Ponderosa Pine wood construction. Tight fitting...Air Infiltration Factor (A.I.F.) of only .12.

- Elegant French door styling in a sliding door! Sized to replace old sliders, size-for-size. Thermally efficient...A.I.F. of only .25—performs well in all applications.

- Designed like no other vinyl clad door! Energy-saving design with the warmth of wood inside, and the maintenance-free durability of a vinyl clad wood exterior. A.I.F. of only .25.

- The warmth, beauty and insulating quality of Ponderosa Pine wood...the natural alternative to aluminum doors. A.I.F. of only .25. Can be stained or painted to blend with any decor.

Malta has the door that's right for you.

For the name of your nearest distributor, contact MALTA at 614 962-3131, or write P.O. Box 397, Malta, OH 43758.

Circle 59 on inquiry card
MERILLAT INTRODUCES "OMNI."

We've solved the three problems of European styled cabinetry: price, installation and alignment.

Price: Imagine, a European look cabinet with all the Merillat quality features at a fraction of the European price.

Installation: Omni cabinetry features a solid oak front frame which allows ease of installation. Omni will arrive "on the job" ready to install because Merillat's front frame double dowelled construction withstands the stress of shipping.

Alignment: Omni doors are precision aligned at the factory. Fine tuning in the field is easy because Omni cabinetry features a unique four-way hinge with "micrometer type" adjustability.

For full details on the new Omni product line contact Merillat today.

Merillat®

Merillat Industries, Inc., Adrian, Michigan 49221
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card.
Bathroom cabinet
The Starlight 600 1-door cabinet can be recessed or surface-mounted. Adjustable shelves are 3 in. deep. Other features include a removable tray with several compartments and magnetic door latches. The cabinet measures 28 1/4 by 23 1/2 by 4 1/2 in. on the outside while the recessed section is 25 1/4 by 19 by 2 9/16 in. The cabinets are made of polystyrene with a lacquer-white finish. Allibert, Inc., Edison, N.J. Circle 307 on reader service card.

Faucets
Kohler's IV Georges Brass line has been expanded to include bathroom faucets and accessories. In addition, both black satin and polished brass accents are available. The line now includes faucets for sinks, baths and showers, whirlpool trim kits and grip rails. Accessories include towel rings and bars, tumbler/toothbrush holders, soap dishes, mirrors and toilet-tissue holders. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. Circle 310 on reader service card.

Self-opening skylight
Pneumatic cylinders open the V-FRP skylight automatically to provide a cross-ventilating updraft that reduces air conditioning loads. A 4-in. fiberglass-reinforced-plastic insulated curb prevents air infiltration. Skylights are available in a low-profile hyperbolic paraboloid or in the traditional dome model with either double or triple insulating layers. Kenergy Corp., Orlando, Fla. Circle 311 on reader service card.

Spring-Summer-Fall-Winter...
Solid rubber lobby tiles for all seasons

Self-healing grid overlay
A translucent vinyl overlay that heals itself when cut fits this manufacturer's Acculight viewer to provide a surface for paste-ups, keylining and other uses. The overlay is marked with a grid to be used as a guide. The viewer has a color-correct lighted surface measuring 24 by 18 in., and is made of heavy-gauge steel with a frosted acrylic plastic surface angled at 15 deg. Knox Manufacturing, Wood Dale, Ill. Circle 308 on reader service card.

Residential fire sprinkler
The Omega pendent sprinkler is designed to use domestic water supplies with minimum pressure requirements of 22 psi to flow 18 gpm from a single head, covering an area up to 196 sq ft, or an area up to 256 sq ft at 29 psi at 24 gpm with a k-factor of 3.85. The head has a low-profile design, extending only 3/4 to 3/4 in. below the ceiling, with a 2 1/4-in.-diameter escutcheon plate. Central Sprinkler Corp., Lansdale, Pa. Circle 309 on reader service card.

Cooktops
Electric cooktops, with downdraft vent systems that require no hood, come in 2 standard modules: one with 2 surface units and one with a grill. Options include a motorized rotisserie, a griddle and black smooth-top surface units. Whirlpool Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich. Circle 312 on reader service card.

Faucets
Kohler’s IV Georges Brass line has been expanded to include bathroom faucets and accessories. In addition, both black satin and polished brass accents are available. The line now includes faucets for sinks, baths and showers, whirlpool trim kits and grip rails. Accessories include towel rings and bars, tumbler/toothbrush holders, soap dishes, mirrors and toilet-tissue holders. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. Circle 310 on reader service card.

Self-opening skylight
Pneumatic cylinders open the V-FRP skylight automatically to provide a cross-ventilating updraft that reduces air conditioning loads. A 4-in. fiberglass-reinforced-plastic insulated curb prevents air infiltration. Skylights are available in a low-profile hyperbolic paraboloid or in the traditional dome model with either double or triple insulating layers. Kenergy Corp., Orlando, Fla. Circle 311 on reader service card.

Interlocking Rubber Tiles
New 5/8" thick, 12" x 12" high traffic lobby tiles are easy to install without adhesives. Easy maintenance, long lasting and ideal for sound absorption. The hidden interlocking tabs assure tight connections between tiles. The knob back provides aeration under tiles - no odor or mildew. They may be installed on the surface with a contrasting beveled border for safety. Recessed installations also available. Write or call Standard Products Division for full details.

STANDARD PRODUCTS DIVISION
P.O. Box X, Pawling, New York 12564 / 914-855-1000
Circle 6 on inquiry card

Cooking Rubber Corporation
P.O. Box X, Pawling, New York 12564 / 914-855-1000
Circle 6 on inquiry card

Available in 2 surfaces: T-1000 - curvilinear is 1/8" deep x 1/4" wide, T-2000 - 1/16" raised, 3/4" x 3/4" cubes. Both surfaces supplied in black, brown, terra cotta, tan, gray, blue, green.
Rely on the Schlage Solution.

Architects, engineers and designers solving specialized access problems overwhelmingly select Schlage. It's a telling testament to the adaptability and reach of our product. From our standard lines to our wide variety of specialty items, we have the lock to meet your needs, precisely.

In any design application, Schlage meets the challenge with our famous strength, quality and value. Barrier-free...electrified...specialty locks...we make them all...and we make them better. For complete details, call your distributor or Schlage representative.

SCHLAGE
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand

Special Access Problems?

Lock onto the source.

Schlage Lock Company, P.O. Box 3324, San Francisco, CA 94119, U.S.A., (415) 467-1100, Telex: 340-409, Cable: Schlage SFO Sweets Catalog File 8.30/SF Canadian Sweets Catalogue File 8h/SC

Circle 61 on inquiry card
For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card, pages 183-184.

Closed panel system
A folder of literature includes engineering data and typical connection details for Super-Struct panels, which include insulation, exterior finishes and drywall. National Thermatron Industries, Inc., Car son, Calif. Circle 128 on reader service card.

Windows
A 128-page book describes Concept IV, guidelines to energy conservation and passive solar design in additions or remodelings. Included are color photos of design ideas, climatic charts and a glossary of terms. Price is $6.95; available from Anderson Corp., Bayport, Minn. 55003.

Quarry pavers
A 4-page brochure focuses on the use of quarry pavers in passive solar designs. Included are a site plan showing solar-efficient landscaping, and a diagram showing a thermal mass laid beneath quarry tiles to form a heat sink. Mid-State Tile Co., Lexington, N.C. Circle 129 on reader service card.

Ceramic tile installation
The 32-page 1983 Handbook for Ceramic Tile Installation has details, outlines and charts to cover methods and conditions of installation. Standard specifications and grouting materials are listed. Price is $1.00; available from Tile Council of America, P.O. Box 326, Princeton, N.J. 08540.

Storage

Lighting
Guidelines to Good Lighting is a 20-page color booklet that illustrates general, task and accent lighting for any room in a house. Basic information on types of lighting fixtures and light sources is included. Price is $1.00; available from American Home Lighting Institute, Suite 1717, 335 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611. Circle 112 on reader service card.

Skylights give interiors an effect which no regular window can offer. Now with Ventarama's new low-profile dome, homes of any style are graciously complemented. Our extensive experience manufacturing ventilating skylights which can be conveniently opened from any distance has kept us in builders’ and architects' favor for over 33 years.

FEATURES:
- All copper flashing
- Thermoformed molded dome — clear, bronze or white
- Manual, pole or motorized operator.

ENTARAMA®
SKYLIGHT CORPORATION
140 Cantiague Rock Road, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 931-0202

Circle 62 on inquiry card
Suddenly... everything else seems old heat.

THERMOPANEL! A complete pre-assembled radiation and valve system featuring an exclusive self-contained thermostat. A breakthrough from Sweden, giving new aesthetics to form—new energy consciousness to function—new flexibility to design!

It's the future, and it's beautiful...offering advantages welcomed by every thoughtful architect. Faithful to the Swedish tradition of excellence, Thermopanel introduces a new standard of hydronic radiation quality. Its economy of installation (saves a full day of labor) plus its aesthetic refinements and high performance characteristics will influence heat planning for years to come.

Delivers high output... smaller and fewer Thermopanel units outperform conventional types. Used as 'modulars', they combine easily to meet any heating requirement—and provide a ready solution to difficult space challenges.

Each one its own zone...the non-electric thermostat (accurate to 1/2°) allows every area to be individually regulated for comfort and energy savings of 20% to 30%!

Enduring trouble-free operation... silently, without soiling walls. Performance, versatility, a clean streamlined profile, everything to make Thermopanel ideal for a broad diversity of architectural concepts and projects—homes to apartment and office buildings to industrial structures. In every way, the superior choice an architect can be proud to specify!

Thermopanel is 11 7/8" high, comes in nine lengths from 15 3/4" to 110 1/4" in both single and double widths: a total of 18 sizes, providing a wide range of capacities.

Connect with tomorrow...today!

THERMAL CONCEPTS, INC. 843 Merrick Road • Baldwin, N.Y. 11510 (516) 379-6955 • Telex #968965 Rep Inquiries Invited

Circle 63 on inquiry card
Site furnishings
The CornerForm line includes contour benches with and without backs, several standard planter designs (as well as custom designs) and a litter receptacle. All are available in redwood or mahogany and have shaped, laminated corner pieces as the common feature of their design. Slats are 2 by 3 in., with 3/4-in. nylon spacers, and are finished with a clear nontoxic water repellent and wood preservative. Benches can be ordered with brown powder-coated or polished chrome legs. Landscape Structures, Inc., Delano, Minn.
Circle 313 on reader service card

Sump pump
The Wet Willie is a 1½-in. submersible sump pump. It pumps up to 3,600 GPH and may be used in sumps as small as 8 in. in diameter. It has an oil-cooled, 1/2 HP motor, which is permanently sealed in a leak-free housing. Stow Manufacturing Co., Binghamton, N.Y.
Circle 316 on reader service card

Fireplace insert
The Hotshot is a wood-burning fireplace insert designed to fit over 20 models of factory-built metal fireplaces and most masonry fireplaces. It is light enough for 2 adults to carry and comes with flue adaptors which slide into the chimney to provide positive flue connection. The unit has been tested to UL standards. Other features include a tile-covered ash shield, heat-resistant glass doors, a 2-speed fan and a firebrick lining. Earth Stove East, Atlanta, Ga.
Circle 314 on reader service card

Fireplace
The design of the lower-priced Model BF36 fireplace features inlet vents below the firebox opening to allow cool air to enter. The air is warmed and circulated by convective heating and returned to the room through outlet vents above the firebox. Other features include an outside air-combustion kit and glass doors. Finishing materials may include wood paneling and wallboard. Heatilator, Inc., Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Circle 317 on reader service card

Pipe joints
Made of flexible PVC with extra length to allow easy replacement of fittings that have been removed during alteration or repair of drain, waste and vent systems, Quik Tees and Quik Elbows are available in diameters of 1½, 2, 3 and 4 in. Fittings are installed by tightening a stainless-steel clamp. Bushings are available for size reductions. Fernco, Inc., Davison, Mich.
Circle 315 on reader service card

Power-adjustable table
The Push-Matic PVC features a power pedestal for automatic elevation and tilt control. An independent bearing-actuated drive system offers 250 lb of lifting capacity with a 30- to 50-in. height adjustment and 150 lb of tilting torque with 80-deg of angle adjustment. The system is designed to support digital tablets and CAD/CAM components. Mayline Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
Circle 318 on reader service card

Continued on page 161

Outstanding Designs with Cedar Shakes and Shingles.
Or use the reader service number 65... Free.

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau

How to get your cedar design off the ground.

Or use the reader service number 65...

Free.
Once you start using VELUX roof windows, it's difficult to stop.

With over 40 years experience specializing in roof windows and working closely with architects around the world, we've learned a thing or two. In terms of design, function, ease of installation, weather tightness and the availability of a complete program of options, including special glazings, you could not ask for more. Economically priced from about $200 to $500, they conform to all major building codes and may be used in passive solar applications.

VELUX. The world leader in roof windows and skylights!

Circle 66 on inquiry card
Heat pump

The Zoneline IV electronic heat pump monitors frost conditions more accurately than previous models and thus can operate at temperatures as low as 15-25°F. It is also suitable for apartments, hotels and offices as it can be connected to a central energy management system that individually controls all units from one location, and upper and lower temperature limits can be preset to conserve energy. A solid state compressor protector circuit automatically shuts a unit down after 9 failed attempts to operate. Available cooling capacities are 6,000; 9,000; 12,000 and 14,000 Btu/hr at 230V. Energy-efficient ratios range up to 9.1 and co-efficients of performance range to 2.6 at ART standard rating conditions. General Electric Co., Louisville, Ky. Circle 319 on reader service card

Range hoods

Range hoods are available in pure copper with a mirror finish or in steel with enamel finishes in matte black, gloss white and brown. All hoods are formed from solid metal sheets, fusion welded for seamless surfaces. Models are offered with or without control housings and ventilators, for wall mounts or island installations. A polished-brass utensil rail is included. Abbaka Trading Co., Inc., San Francisco, Calif. Circle 320 on reader service card

Oven, range and dishwasher

The 30-in. Cook-n-Clean includes an eye-level gas or electric continuous-cleaning oven, a cooktop and a dishwasher. The oven has an internal venting system that exhausts heat and smoke, and the dishwasher has an energy-saving switch that allows drying without the heat on. Modern Maid Co., Topton, Pa. Circle 321 on reader service card

Drafting system

The Producer is a high-speed turnkey drafting system that has an electronic library with thousands of predrawn symbols and figures, over a dozen lettering styles and more than 25 crosshatch patterns. Other features are an interactive drawing station, a digitizer station with an alphanumeric terminal and a plotter station capable of handling “A” to “E” size drawings. An automatic dimensioning package may be added which calculates and displays degrees for angles and English/metric units for lines and figures. Bausch & Lomb, Austin, Texas. Circle 322 on reader service card

Designers Portfolio

New 1983 Designers Portfolio, setting high standards for innovative, energy efficient, lighting design. 68 pages of stunning lighting products, allowing you to keep a sharp edge on your creativity. Send for it . . . It’s grand!

NEO-RAY PRODUCTS INC

537 Johnson Avenue Brooklyn, New York 11237
Phone 212/456-7400
Telex 64-5909
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Beautiful entries

Simpson Chateau entry doors have long helped beautiful homes say "welcome" with style. And now, with the addition of new Interior Chateau doors, the great first impression created by a Chateau entry door can be carried indoors, too.

Simpson's new Interior Chateau door features richly detailed carvings matching all the Chateau entry doors. These carvings, which are on both sides of the interior door, give it a graceful and delicate look.

And as a final touch, Simpson creates both the Chateau exterior and the Chateau interior doors with elegantly peaked panels for extra design continuity.

For a beautiful entry, specify the brilliance of genuine cut glass and matching sidelights in three distinctive Simpson designs: Chateau Michelle, Chateau Bordeaux or Chateau Orleans. Or specify the solid good looks of the all-wood Chateau entry door. Then, for matching interior doorways, specify the beauty of Simpson's new Interior Chateau door.

For more information, write Simpson Timber Company, 900 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98164.
Seismic facing tile
Manufactured by ASTM C-126 with a guaranteed minimum compressive strength of over 2500 psi, a structural glazed facing tile can be laid in either running or stack bond to provide continuous vertical core areas into which reinforcing rods and concrete grout can be inserted. The tile is available in 4-, 6- and 8-in. bed depths with an 8- by 16-in. ceramic glazed face. Normal spacing is 4 ft on center, but the tile allows as close as 8 in. on center reinforcing. Stark Ceramics, Inc., Canton, Ohio. Circle 323 on reader service card

Computer support
The Quiptron line of modular computer furniture includes workstations with electronic compartments featuring E.L.A. hole spacing, CRT terminal stands, printer stands and pedestal and angular work stations. All are available in 8 standard colors and any custom color. Also available are conductive floor and table mats, grounding kits and operator heel and wrist straps. Equipto Electronics Corp., Aurora, Ill. Circle 326 on reader service card

Replacement cylinders
Featuring rotating discs that operate like tumblers, DiskLock cylinders are compatible with all standard mortise and rim locks. They also fit most heavy- and medium-duty key-in-knob locks and will soon be available for Yale and Sargent lock series. Cylinders are available in chrome, bronze and brass finishes. Abloy Security Locks, Niles, Ill. Circle 324 on reader service card

Outdoor spiral stairs
Spiral stairs designed for outdoor use are made of Philippine mahogany and come in 3 sizes—4-ft, 4-ft 6-in., and 5-ft diameters. Stairs are assembled with brass hardware, and each tread has two %-in.-thick radial brackets and a 1¼-in. curved bracket on the outer edge to prevent warping. Stair-Pak, Union, N.J. Circle 327 on reader service card

Compact lettering system
Measuring 10½ in. by 10 in., with a self-loading cartridge, the Kroy 24 desktop lettering system uses interchangeable typediscs to create a variety of typefaces and sizes from 8 pt to 24 pt. The system produces automatically spaced and aligned type on adhesive-backed tape. Kroy, Inc., St. Paul, Minn. Circle 325 on reader service card

Carpet
Naturalize is a wool/ acrylic blend in the Berber style. It comes in 4 colors in a 12-ft 2-in. width. Weave-Tuft Carpet Corp., New York City. Circle 328 on reader service card Continued on page 165
Before you complete your next home or apartment design, add a finishing touch with Decora decorator devices. Decora rocker switches, matching receptacles and touch-sensitive dimmers with their classic styling add instant value and sales appeal to any home. Decora, with its contemporary beauty, is the only line of designer wiring devices that gives you total flexibility—you can group switches with dimmers or receptacles, in any combination—in solid or two-tone popular harmonizing colors.

And you get more than styling. Decora devices are constructed with the highest quality materials to give dependable, trouble-free performance. All are UL listed.

FREE DECORA® SWITCH. Just send us your business card and we’ll send you a free switch and matching wallplate with complete specifications. Write Leviton, 59-25 Little Neck Parkway, Little Neck, NY 11362, or call 212-229-4040, Ext. 6384.

Circle 70 on inquiry card

LEVITON®
We make electricity work for you
Centralized sanitizing system

The Centro 22 pump delivers water and detergent/disinfectant to a piping system which can serve up to 100 cleaning stations. As many as 6 stations can be operated simultaneously. At each station a hose leads from a wall valve connection to a spray wand with a pistol-grip handle and hand-pressure control. The tank for the system can be located in any area convenient to bulk storage of the detergent/disinfectant. A water line and detergent/disinfectant line from a storage reservoir (50 gal. drum) lead into the unit from which a solution is fed to a stainless-steel holding tank where it may be heated. The Spencer Turbine Co., Windsor, Conn. Circle 329 on reader service card.

Sunrooms

Instead of standard-sized prefab units, this manufacturer offers an engineered component system of sloped glazing, skylights, windows, patio doors and accessories for sunrooms tailored to user needs. Sunrooms are constructed of solid wood, with exteriors protected by aluminum cladding in white or dark-brown baked enamel. Rectangular windows, French sliding doors and French swinging doors feature double-glass insulation, while roof units use % in. tempered insulating glass. The tank for the system can be located in any area convenient to bulk storage of the detergent/disinfectant. A water line and detergent/disinfectant line from a storage reservoir (50 gal. drum) lead into the unit from which a solution is fed to a stainless-steel holding tank where it may be heated. The Spencer Turbine Co., Windsor, Conn. Circle 329 on reader service card.

Ranges and ovens

The Vesta Elite Series electric and gas units are only 24 in. wide and feature a heavy-duty convenience shelf suitable for installing a microwave oven. Other features include a built-in variable-speed vent hood, digital clock, recessed lift-up brushed chrome cooktop, continuous cleaning oven and lift-off black-glass oven door. Both gas and electric models are available in white or almond. Athens Stove Works, Athens, Tenn. Circle 331 on reader service card.

Hvac monitor and control

The Delta 21 is an energy management system designed specifically for commercial buildings ranging from 90,000 to 300,000 sq ft. It consists of 4 key components: an energy control unit (ECU) to manage the energy for an hvac system; a color video display terminal to provide communication between the operator and the ECU; a high-speed printer to document point displays, alarms, reports, change-of-status and other building data; and a power line communications system to coordinate monitor and control functions. Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Circle 332 on reader service card.

More products on page 177

How to ruin a beautiful house.

When lathing accessories were all made of galvanized steel, you had to risk rust, electrolysis, oxidation and loss of insulation. But now you don’t.

The proven solution.

It’s Vinyl Tech PVC accessories. Proven over a decade, in over 60 million feet of installations. Proven to stand up to cold temperatures and the most intense sunlight. PVC accessories are included as an alternate in the CFR master guide specifications system SPECTEXT, the Florida Building Code, the Corps of Engineers, and the ASTM specifications for Portland cement walls.

Specify Vinyl Tech for stucco, drywall, and every insulated exterior system. We have a complete line of lathing accessories available for immediate delivery. In fact, our catalog is probably in your library right now. If it’s not, write us and we’ll have it in your hands by return mail.

Vinyl Tech

Plastic Components Inc., 7570 N.W. 79th Street, Miami, Florida 33166

The fastest growing lathing accessory company in America. Because we keep beautiful buildings beautiful.
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Complete coverage of the contract design industry for the design professional

Product Coverage
Here you will find new product releases, technical analysis, trend forecasting, and INTERIORS own selection of "hot items" in all contract interior products:
- Lighting
- Window treatments
- Resilient and hard surface flooring
- Carpets and rugs
- General office furniture
- Executive office furniture
- Automated office equipment
- Office systems
- Energy management products
- Surfacing materials and laminates
- Institutional systems
- Fabrics
- Wall coverings

Installations
Contemporary solutions to current challenges are presented with floor plans and full-color photographs. The most prominent writers are selected to describe the latest in design developments. INTERIORS publishes the best designs in:
- General offices
- Executive offices
- Electronic offices
- Retail establishments
- Showrooms
- Energy efficiency
- Hotels and clubs
- Restaurants
- Commercial remodeling
- Health and fitness facilities
- Cultural and educational facilities
- Industrial and transportation
- Entertainment facilities.

Interiors Industry
INTERIORS presents regular coverage of industry events, trade and association shows and conferences.

Interiors Profile
INTERIORS goes behind the scenes to interview the movers and shakers who influence what is happening in design and manufacturing today.

Interiors Controversy
INTERIORS encourages challenging thought on all issues affecting design. Each month INTERIORS publishes provocative features that probe the trends percolating below the surface.

EXCLUSIVE TRIAL OFFER
and a full money-back guarantee
A trial subscription to INTERIORS is yours at 45% off regular single copy price at no risk. You may cancel your subscription at any time for a full refund.

Enter My Trial Subscription
to INTERIORS for twelve monthly issues at $23, a 45% savings. I understand I may cancel my subscription at any time and receive a full refund.
☐ Enter my order for 1 year at only $23.
☐ To save even more, enter my subscription for 2 years at only $42.
☐ Payment enclosed ☐ Bill me

INTERIORS
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
Att: Subscription Dept.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City ___________________ State _______ Zip ________

AAR83
MORE HOUSES ARCHITECTS DESIGN FOR THEMSELVES
edited by Walter F. Wagner, Jr.

This long-awaited sequel to our bestselling Houses Architects Design for Themselves will aid anyone who is considering building a custom house. Distinctive and livable, these 41 houses were used as architectural laboratories to develop designs that required great imagination and ingenuity, not great sums of money. You'll find special chapters on houses for small, close-in lots, where outdoor living and privacy must be designed in: on vacation houses designed for relaxed living and low maintenance; on apartments: on houses for hot climates, where shading and ventilation are important: and on houses designed to take advantage of solar energy.

160 pps. over 320 photos, plans and sections: 16 pps in color
$32.50

25 YEARS OF RECORD HOUSES
edited by Herbert L. Smith, Jr.

This exciting collection of 57 houses reflects the freshness, innovation, and practicality that characterize the best residential architecture of the last quarter-century. The book is organized into chapters describing major developments in the design of contemporary houses - from experiments with structure and form to the expression of new ideals of convenience and efficiency for servantless modern living. Selected from the more than 500 houses that have been designated Record Houses since 1956, these houses affirm the continuing inventiveness and talent of architects who design houses - and provide a valuable history of an architectural era only beginning to be documented and analyzed.

224 pps. over 425 photos, plans and sections: 16 pps in color
$39.95

NEW LIFE FOR OLD BUILDINGS
edited by Mildred F. Schmertz

In view of skyrocketing construction costs: the sizable savings in energy consumption offered by well-insulated, cross-ventilated older structures: and a host of new tax incentives and preservation laws. the recycling of old buildings is, more and more often, the sensible - and profitable - alternative to building anew. This handsome book presents the best recent examples of renovation, remodeling, reuse, and restoration in dozens of case histories drawn from the pages of Architectural Record. Urban marketplaces, such as Faneuil Hall in Boston, are spotlighted, along with museums, theaters, offices, restaurants, houses, lofts, apartments, and campus buildings.

200 pps. over 385 photos, plans and sections: 8 pps in color
$34.50

MORE PLACES FOR PEOPLE
edited by Charles K. Hoyt

From its initial spotlight on the exciting theater created by dramatic public spaces in hotels - lobbies that act as magnets to draw guests and passersby alike - to its exploration of stadium and arena design - where increasingly the same space must accommodate not only sports, but theater, dance, concerts. even banquets - the 43 projects in this new sequel to Places for People offer hundreds of ideas for designing places where people will gather for leisure events - places that are often breathtaking events in themselves. The case studies include resorts, parks, urban marketplaces, restaurants, and athletic facilities - not only new buildings, but many examples of renovation and adaptive reuse.

200 pps. over 400 photos, plans and sections: 8 pps in color
$39.95

PLEASE SEND ME

...the Architectural Record books described at left...

- MORE HOUSES ARCHITECTS DESIGN FOR THEMSELVES $32.50
- 25 YEARS OF RECORD HOUSES $39.95
- NEW LIFE FOR OLD BUILDINGS $34.50
- MORE PLACES FOR PEOPLE $39.95

...I'd also like to order the following books, compilations of the best houses and apartments featured in Architectural Record...

- AFFORDABLE HOUSES DESIGNED BY ARCHITECTS $32.95
- HOUSES OF THE WEST $34.50
- APARTMENTS. TOWNHOUSES AND CONDOMINIUMS. 3/e $36.50
- VACATION HOUSES $36.50
- A TREASURY OF CONTEMPORARY HOUSES $34.95

...and. in addition. I'd like a copy of Jeanne M. Davern's book. which presents and analyzes 150 seminal buildings from the 1970's...

ARCHITECTURE 1970-1980 $39.95

...Please send the books indicated above to me for a free examination. At the end of 15 days. I will either remit in full. plus local tax and postage. or return the books.

name

street address

city/state/zip

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Attn: Books/Reprints
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Pay with order and save! Remit in full. plus local tax. and McGraw-Hill pays regular postage and handling. Full return privileges.
"THere's a new spirit... Guided by a clear conception."

Corbusier

MAKE CONCEPTIONS A REALITY WITH ALPLY PANELS

The Stolle Corporation
A Subsidiary of Aluminum Company of America
1901 Michigan Street, Sidney, Ohio 45365
(513) 492-1111
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Windows and patio doors
A binder covers aluminum casement, horizontal slider, and single-hung windows and 2 types of patio doors. Each section includes a product photograph, installation and section details and size charts. Specifications are listed separately in the back. Noranda Building Products Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 415 on reader service card

Red cedar shingles
A folder contains pages with photographs of buildings across the country to show the variety of designs achieved by using 9 different shingle styles for siding, roofing or accents. Dimensions, specifications and applications are included. Shakertown Corp., Winlock, Wash. Circle 416 on reader service card

Fiberglass shingles
Fire King III fiberglass shingles are illustrated and described in a 4-page color brochure which includes information on this manufacturer's Seal-O-Matic adhesive strip and photos showing various shingle colors. Johns Manville Corp., Denver, Colo. Circle 417 on reader service card

Antique reproductions
A catalog of reproductions contains sections on window and door hardware, plumbing and lighting fixtures, windows, furniture, tools and such miscellaneous items as corner beads, wood finials and marble fireplace mantels. Price is $1.75; available from Crawford's Old House Store, 301 McCall, Waukesha, Wis. Circle 418 on reader service card

Early-Modern furniture

Housing resources
The Guide to Housing Resources lists organizations, publications and Federal programs in the housing field. Also included is a description of historic rehabilitation tax incentives and Federal standards for rehabilitation. National Trust for Historic Preservation, Washington, D.C. Circle 419 on reader service card Continued on page 171

We Bring UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS...Beautifully.
A Sedgwick Residence Elevator adds something very special to a fine multi-level house or condominium. It adds a touch of elegance...and a truly meaningful measure of comfort and ease. Sedgwick Residence Elevators are easily and quickly installed in most homes. They are simple to operate and safe to use. And they provide the smoothest, quietest, most stable ride available today. We have the right model for just about any application...or will custom-design one for your special requirements. And the price is a pleasant surprise. Doesn't your special client deserve a Sedgwick Residence Elevator? Call or write for full information.

Sedgwick Lifts, Inc.
Specializing in Residence Elevators Since 1920.
P.O. Box 630, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12602 • 914-454-5400 800-431-8262
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We Bring UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS...Beautifully.

A Sedgwick Residence Elevator adds something very special to a fine multi-level house or condominium. It adds a touch of elegance...and a truly meaningful measure of comfort and ease. Sedgwick Residence Elevators are easily and quickly installed in most homes. They are simple to operate and safe to use. And they provide the smoothest, quietest, most stable ride available today. We have the right model for just about any application...or will custom-design one for your special requirements. And the price is a pleasant surprise. Doesn't your special client deserve a Sedgwick Residence Elevator? Call or write for full information.

Sedgwick Lifts, Inc.
Specializing in Residence Elevators Since 1920.
P.O. Box 630, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12602 • 914-454-5400 800-431-8262
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Norasquare™ Flooring
Clean Geometric Design

This beautiful new Norasquare floor is wear warranted for ten full years.* It's manufactured in five standard colors, but any color you want is available with a minimum quantity order.

And, just like all Nora floors, Norasquare is self waxing, easy-to-clean, slip-resistant and comfortable. When you see a 100% virgin synthetic rubber floor from Nora, you'll see the best.

Function with Beauty . . . Only from Nora Flooring. #1 in the World.

For more information on Nora Flooring products, write or call: Nora Flooring, 4201 Wilson Avenue, Madison, Indiana 47250, (812) 273-1952

*See your Nora agent or call Nora Flooring for full details about our exclusive limited 10-year wear warranty.
Glass and glazing
An 8-page color brochure shows photographs of installations of tempered glass, mirrors and spandrel glass. Indoor and outdoor applications are illustrated. Descriptions of the products and specifications are included. Falconer Glass Industries, Inc., Falconer, N.Y. Circle 420 on reader service card

Office automation system
The components of the Exxon 8411 system and its capabilities are described in a 4-page brochure. The device described will connect from 1 to 5 Exxon 500 terminals to create a clustered office system. Specifications are included. Exxon Office System Co., Stamford, Conn. Circle 421 on reader service card

Plumbing fixtures
Lavatories, showers, water closets and combination units suitable for prisons and jails are shown in an 8-page brochure. Charts listing available models, specifications and options are included. Bradley Corp., Menomonee Falls, Wis. Circle 422 on reader service card

Ladders
Oak, aluminum and fiberglass ladders and work platforms—including oak rolling ladders—are described and illustrated in a 24-page catalog. All conform to OSHA standards. Dimensions for all models are included. Putnam Rolling Ladder Co., Inc., New York City. Circle 423 on reader service card

Dock levelers
A 4-page brochure gives the specifications and pit details for Cyclomatic Series Dok-Lok-Levels, dock levelers which automatically return to a safe position when a truck pulls away from the loading dock. Installation and operation of the levelers are described. Rite-Hite Corp., Milwaukee, Wis. Circle 424 on reader service card

Lighting posts
Eight designs of cast-iron lighting posts are shown in a variety of settings, from housing developments to urban-renewal areas to parks. The 8-page color brochure also lists the dimensions for each design. Spring City Electrical Manufacturing Co., Spring City, Pa. Circle 425 on reader service card

Continued on page 173
TOUCH’N DRAW II makes the most ambitious plans a reality by bringing the latest in computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) to architects, facilities managers and interior designers. Created by professionals for professionals, TOUCH’N DRAW II offers a virtual revolution in design productivity.

Through our Touch Control Station, TOUCH’N DRAW II puts computer power right at your fingertips. Every detail of the designer’s interface to the computer has been optimized to make the system EASY TO USE, so learning time is short. You and your staff will be producing drawings in just a few days.

No matter how small or large your workload, Arrigoni has the system to easily accommodate your budget and your growth.

So if you’re thinking about a CADD system, contact Arrigoni today. Think what you could design in just one day.

INTRODUCING TOUCH’N DRAW II:  
- MC68000-based, 16/32 bit microprocessors  
- 19-inch, high resolution, color display  
- Winchester disc storage  
- Cartridge tape backup/archive storage  
- Stand-alone design station  
- Local networking  
- Applications software for architects, interior designers and facilities managers

ARRIGONI  
COMPUTER GRAPHICS  
170 Knowles Drive  
Los Gatos, CA 95030  
(408) 370-1400

For nearest sales office, call toll free (800) 538-7097. In California, call (408) 370-1400.
Curtain wall systems
A 24-page color booklet features a system of laminated aluminum honeycomb panels with an aluminum or stainless-steel face, said to install as a stick system yet function as a unit system. Operable windows are optional. Diagrams and charts give details. Cupples Products, St. Louis, Mo. Circle 426 on reader service card

Granite
A 20-page color brochure features photographs of granite installations in buildings, parks and plazas across the country. A chart shows colors and finishes. Installation techniques, specifications and a section on pavers are also included. Cold Spring Granite Co., Cold Spring, Minn. Circle 427 on reader service card

Hardware
Mortise and bored locks, door closers and exit devices are shown complete with their specifications in a 20-page brochure. Trim designs and dimensions are shown in one chart while another lists locks by their respective functions. Sargent & Co., New Haven, Conn. Circle 428 on reader service card

Wallcovering
A product that adheres to very rough or very smooth surfaces, as well as to gypsum board and plaster, is featured in a 4-page color brochure. Three weave patterns are shown in a variety of colors and a number of applications are described. Flexi-wall Systems, Liberty, S.C. Circle 429 on reader service card

Corner guards
A 4-page color brochure shows corner protectors installed in heavy-use areas such as hospital and hotel corridors and lobbies. The variety of colors available is illustrated and technical data are included. Tri-Guards, Inc., Wheeling, Ill. Circle 430 on reader service card

Curtain wall panels
New design options in color, form and texture are illustrated in photographs of Inryco installations featured in an 8-page color brochure. The use of these panels for indoor and outdoor applications and their insulating value are discussed. Inryco, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. Circle 431 on reader service card

Continued on page 175

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card, pages 183-184

Granite
A 20-page color brochure features photographs of granite installations in buildings, parks and plazas across the country. A chart shows colors and finishes. Installation techniques, specifications and a section on pavers are also included. Cold Spring Granite Co., Cold Spring, Minn. Circle 427 on reader service card

Corner guards
A 4-page color brochure shows corner protectors installed in heavy-use areas such as hospital and hotel corridors and lobbies. The variety of colors available is illustrated and technical data are included. Tri-Guards, Inc., Wheeling, Ill. Circle 430 on reader service card

Curtain wall panels
New design options in color, form and texture are illustrated in photographs of Inryco installations featured in an 8-page color brochure. The use of these panels for indoor and outdoor applications and their insulating value are discussed. Inryco, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. Circle 431 on reader service card

Continued on page 175

We can help take the heat off...

In this day and age you want a fireplace that heats like a furnace. Efficiency is the whole basis for the TIMBERLAND FIREPLACE FURNACE. Engineering ideas that work, to save energy, to produce more heat. The TIMBERLAND uses fresh outside air, through a thermostat for combustion and produces heat by natural convection of air.

Available in a size and style to meet your needs. Singles, doubles and corner models. Contact your local TIMBERLAND dealer. He will show you how the TIMBERLAND FIREPLACE FURNACE can take the heat off your heating bills. Or contact: Messer Machine & Mfg., Inc.

Circle 82 on inquiry card

G.M. KETCHAM COMPANY INC.
132-06 89th AVENUE, RICHMOND HILL, N.Y. 11418 • 212-847-9316
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We can help take the heat off...

In this day and age you want a fireplace that heats like a furnace. Efficiency is the whole basis for the TIMBERLAND FIREPLACE FURNACE. Engineering ideas that work, to save energy, to produce more heat. The TIMBERLAND uses fresh outside air, through a thermostat for combustion and produces heat by natural convection of air.

Available in a size and style to meet your needs. Singles, doubles and corner models. Contact your local TIMBERLAND dealer. He will show you how the TIMBERLAND FIREPLACE FURNACE can take the heat off your heating bills. Or contact: Messer Machine & Mfg., Inc.
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WHATEVER STANDARD APPLICATION YOU HAVE IN MIND, WE PROBABLY HAVE IN HOUSE.

You've got a standard application. And a deadline. And Amarlite has a full house.
For openers, you can choose from 14 different standard doors. And six regional fabrication centers to ship from: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Paramus and Phoenix.
So you can have the standard products you want. When you want them. At competitive prices. Without short-changing the quality, design or selection because of a short deadline or low budget.
Is it any wonder Amarlite products are becoming the standards of the industry?

AMARLITE® Anaconda
A unit of ANACONDA ALUMINUM Company

Circle 83 on inquiry card
For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card, pages 183-184

Grids
A foldout brochure describes 44 different designer grids that are available in 6 sets, including some for perspective drawings and elevations and others for details. Dimensions, scales and prices are given. Kleidon & Associates, Inc., Medina, Ohio. Circle 432 on reader service card

Wall system
A 6-page color brochure on the Value/wall system shows various installations and gives information on available wallcoverings and door types and finishes. Also featured is a diagram with section details and specifications. O’Brien, Kansas City, Mo. Circle 433 on reader service card

Window and door frames
Color-Therm 1400 thermo-plastic framing is described in a 4-page color brochure. Section diagrams, specifications and a chart showing 9 available colors are included as well as a wind-load chart for vertical center mullion applications. Artéa Industries, Farmington, Mich. Circle 434 on reader service card

Lettering
A brochure featuring new products for 1983 includes 24 instant lettering typefaces, new Pantone colors graduated on papers and overlay, and a word positioning system. Letraset USA, Inc., Paramus, N.J. Circle 435 on reader service card

Tiles
A 16-page color brochure shows interior and exterior installations of glazed and unglazed tiles. Charts show styles, shapes, sizes and colors. Buchta! Corp. USA, Atlanta, Ga. Circle 436 on reader service card

Roofing
An 8-page brochure covers single-ply membrane roofing for ballasted and unballasted installations. A product selector chart, section details and specifications are included for both the Nervaply and the Nervaply 1/8 systems. Rubber & Plastics Compound Co., Inc., Long Island City, N.Y. Circle 437 on reader service card

More literature on page 178
POLYTITE® JOINT SEALANT

PROTECTS YOUR WORK PERMANENTLY

AS A PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SEALANT

Get a perfect, permanent seal everyday with Polytite. Not only does Polytite make vertical and horizontal joints watertight, it also prevents sealant failure - eliminating the need for costly repairs later.

Choose the field-proven, dependable system that fits your needs:

- **Polytite B**: An unmatched system, used with backer rod and caulk for a secure watertight seal.
- **Polytite R**: With tough puncture-proof coating.

Standard Polytite: The original one-step joint sealer. Virtually unaffected after years of weather extremes.

Put your confidence in Sandell. For full technical information, write for our detailed brochure today.

Sandell Manufacturing Co., Inc. 324 Rindge Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140 Telephone (617) 491-0540
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Patio doors
Court Yard wood swinging doors feature 2-point contact weatherstripping and are available with 5/16-in. double-pane or optional 5/8-in. triple-pane tempered insulating glass. Doors are available in a wide range of sizes including a 5-ft-wide model. Philips Industries, Inc., Malta, Ohio.

Circle 333 on reader service card

Oak bathroom furniture
The Omega line includes vanities, mirror cabinets, and wall valets in unstained, natural oak. Design features include tongue-in-groove construction, molded polypropylene interiors, and brass hardware. Chemerat, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Circle 334 on reader service card

Gas range
A new gas range fits into a 1 1/2-in. countertop directly over full-sized drawers, dishwashers, or cabinets. Instant spark ignition eliminates the need for a pilot light, and cooktops may be specified with an automatic shut-off feature that prevents gas from escaping. Burners are available in 3 interchangeable sizes. Cooktops come in an enamel finish in a variety of earth-tone colors. ATAG USA Corp., Evanston, Ill.

Circle 335 on reader service card

---

Tests prove Tyvek® Housewrap cuts heat loss through walls by 33%.

- TYVEK® stops cold air infiltration—cuts heat loss through walls 33%. Independent tests prove it!® BOCA Report 79-34 confirms it.
- Keeps cold air out of wall cavity, protecting insulation R-value.
- Moisture permeable—no danger of in-wall condensation.
- Costs about $150 for average house.

*DuPont registered trademark.
**Independent laboratory tests using 2x4 frame wall with 31/2 R-11 insulation in 15 mph wind.

FREE FACTS
Call (302) 999-2474. Or send coupon to DuPont Company, Room C-11K4-A, Wilmington, DE 19898

---
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For some entries, only the finest doors will do.

International Wood Products doors are works of art, hand-crafted for the most discriminating architects, designers and builders. Made from carefully selected solid oak or mahogany, they glow with an affluence to grace the most prestigious residential, commercial and institutional projects.

Old world craftsmanship all the way. Each door is hand-carved and detail hand-sanded. Then finished with our new 12-step Permalane® process and hand-rubbed to a satin-smooth, softly glowing patina. Nobody has ever made a better door.

We can design and build doors to your custom specifications. Write or phone for our catalog today.

141 Genuine Mahogany

INTERNATIONAL WOOD PRODUCTS
9630 Aero Drive, San Diego, CA 92123. 714-565-1122
A division of 3D Industries, Inc.

Circle 90 on inquiry card

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card, pages 183-184

Multi-user CAD
The Tektronix 4909 mass storage system, which provides shared access to drawings from up to 10 design workstations, is discussed in a 4-page brochure. Performance characteristics are given in detail. Arrigoni Computer Graphics, Inc., Los Gatos, Calif.
Circle 438 on reader service card

Drafting supplies
A catalog from Dataprint includes leads, pens and pencils, diazo products and drafting instruments and furniture. An index for quick reference and order forms are included. Dataprint Corp., San Mateo, Calif.
Circle 439 on reader service card

Railings
Photographs illustrate a variety of installations of aluminum railings in an 8-page color brochure. Construction details are also shown in photographs, while diagrams show options in caps, top rails, pickets and mountings. Specifications are included. Robern, Inc., Bensalem, Pa.
Circle 440 on reader service card

Building energy analysis
The 130-page Building Energy Analysis User's Manual describes a software program that evaluates the energy requirements of commercial buildings on a monthly and annual basis. A section on options is included. Elite Software Development Inc., College Station, Texas.
Circle 441 on reader service card

Indirect lighting
Two series of indirect lighting fixtures are illustrated and described in detail in a 16-page color brochure. A variety of fixture mounts and a typical lighting plan are shown. Specifications are included. Guth Lighting, St. Louis, Mo.
Circle 168 on reader service card

Ceiling systems
Paraline aluminum and steel ceiling systems are featured in a 12-page color brochure. An application guide accompanies photographs of installations and information on performance and accessories. Specifications are included. Donn Corp., Westlake, Ohio.
Circle 167 on reader service card
IN A WORLD OF IMITATIONS, THERE IS ONLY ONE ORIGINAL.

Nothing adds to the room or the mood like a Heatilator fireplace.

That’s been true since 1927, when we introduced the heat-circulating fireplace to America.

Others have copied our idea. But not our quality or workmanship.

Which is why HEATILATOR® remains the best known, most valued name in fireplaces.

Today a full line of advanced Heatilator fireplace systems offers new beauty, comfort and energy efficiency for your home.

See them at your Heatilator fireplace dealer.

You’ll discover why, when it comes to the heat-circulating fireplace, there’s nothing like the original.
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When it rains, it drains!

The Mateflex Advantage

With Mateflex, a cloud burst won’t dampen your afternoon of tennis. Our unique flow-through design makes court time available and playable within minutes after it rains.

Give life to an old surface with our flexible slip resistant rubber and polypropylene tiles. They snap together in seconds. Once installed they’re practically indestructible. No more painting. No more patching. Go from season to season with little or no maintenance.

Mateflex tiles are also versatile! They can be used on rooftops, patios, indoor enclosures, around pools, small areas, or over wooden floors. And there’s no heavy equipment needed for installation.

There’s finally a quick draining tennis surface with a true bounce and ideal playing speed. It’s Mateflex! The original interlocking tennis court.

For FREE information mail this coupon or call (315) 733-4600.

Mateflex
P.O. BOX 538 • 1712 ERIE ST. • UTICA, NY 13503-0538

Ask about Mateflex Tennis Court Systems

- on grade - rooftop - pool/patio

Name:
Company:
Address:
City State Zip:

Circle 72 on inquiry card
Ful-O-Mite™ IDF* the exterior insulation system from H.B. Fuller that sets new performance standards.

Ful-O-Mite IDF is the most beautiful way we know to beat the heat of summer and the chill of winter.

Tested by independent laboratories, Ful-O-Mite™ IDF* surpasses the leading competitive exterior insulation decorative finishes for strength and durability.* It withstands impact and has the flexibility to accommodate building movement. The system stands up to airborne pollutants and salt spray.

The Ful-O-Mite IDF exterior insulation system forms a solid barrier against weather's worst; keeping winter's freezing temperatures and summer's scorching heat outside... where they belong, maintaining an interior atmosphere which is both comfortable and cost efficient.

Ful-O-Mite is not only beautiful to look at, it offers greater maintenance economy, both in time and material cost. H.B. Fuller is not only the manufacturer of Ful-O-Mite IDF; we are also the manufacturer of the resin latex raw material specifically designed for our product. In our finish coat, this latex promotes a tougher, harder cure, increasing the finished product's weather resistance. This same raw material provides a longer "working time" allowing the installing contractor to achieve the texture desired.

Our primer coat of Ful-O-Mite IDF has excellent initial tack, the ability to grab and hold on... eliminating the need for baseboard support when installing the EPS foam board. And, embedding the reinforcing fiberglass mesh is made easier too! Both the primer and finish coats offer freeze/thaw stability in the pail and in their cured states.

At H.B. Fuller, developing our own resin raw materials is just part of our commitment to providing our customers quality, consistency and compatibility within the bonding system.

If you'd like to have all of the facts regarding Ful-O-Mite IDF, write to: H.B. Fuller, Attn: Ful-O-Mite IDF, Department M, 315 South Hicks Road, Palatine, IL 60067 or call (800) 323-7407 or if in Illinois, call (312) 358-9500 and request a free copy of the test results.

*Insulation Decorative Finish
**based on competitive published data

Circle 91 on inquiry card
Beauty and durability today...and tomorrow. Versatile redwood—there's a grade for every project. Send for our booklet, "Redwood Grades and Uses."

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION  One Lombard Street, San Francisco, CA 94111. (415) 392-7880.

Circle 93 on inquiry card
OUR TERRACE DOOR
NOT ONLY LETS YOU SEE THE VIEW. IT ADDS TO IT.

No door provides a more striking opening to a terrace, patio or garden. The large glass area affords an excellent view of the outdoors. And the wood frame makes the door, itself, beautiful to look at.

THE BEAUTY ISN'T JUST IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER.

It's also in the pocket of the owner. That's because the Marvin terrace door is incredibly stingy with heat and air conditioning. Whether it's used in new construction, or to replace old, inefficient aluminum patio doors, its heavy wood frame and double or triple glazing greatly reduce heat transmission. Even the optional true divided lites can be insulated. And the foam-filled weatherstripping virtually eliminates air infiltration.

MADE TO ORDER. AND MADE TO LAST.

The Marvin terrace door is available with many options, including solar bronze glazing.

A 2 3/4 inch backset will accommodate most any style of lock. And there are a wide variety of sizes to choose from. So you can have a door made to order for your installation. And every Marvin terrace door is built to last. Each door features four commercial grade hinges for greater durability and smoother operation. It also features extra wide stiles and a long-wearing LEXAN® sill.

As an insulator, LEXAN is in the same class as wood. Its insulating properties are 1,400 times that of aluminum. Yet it wears many times longer, never needs painting, and keeps its weather-tight fit.

For more information and a free copy of our catalog, write us at Warroad, MN 56763. Or call 1-800-346-5128 toll-free. In Minnesota, call 1-800-552-1167.